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Abstract 

Background: Student achievement in science in the U.S. is quite low, particularly among 

English Language learners (ELLs). One way to support ELLs’ learning is through the 

provision of high quality out-of-school time (OST) programs. These programs not only 

enhance students’ understanding of content and skills but also expose them to more 

English. Research has investigated the relationship between students’ participation in OST 

programs and their content knowledge in those same areas but research has yet to consider 

any possible relationship between participation in OST programs and English language 

acquisition. Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate how participating in an 

OST elementary S.T.E.M. program (OSTEM) affected ELLs’ English language 

proficiency and development. Methods: Three years of ELL student achievement data from 

English proficiency progress measures were collected across twenty campuses which were 

evenly distributed across ten intervention and ten comparison schools in the same large 

urban district. The control schools were chosen using propensity score matching. Two chi 

square tests of independence were used to analyze the student achievement data. Findings: 

The results suggested that ELLs at the OSTEM schools acquired higher levels of English 

than their comparable peers. Additionally, results suggested that OSTEM schools saw 

ELLs progressing over their comparable peers particularly from Beginning to Intermediate 

status. Conclusion: Further studies could investigate whether there is an effect following 

student cohorts over periods of time to determine the extent to which inquiry-based 

S.T.E.M. learning conducted in an OST environment could raise ELL achievement in both 

the areas of S.T.E.M. achievement and English acquisition. Possible evidence linking 

higher levels of progress in English acquisition to OST S.T.E.M. programming could 
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motivate the proliferation of like programs into greater numbers of schools impacting 

greater numbers of ELL students.  

Keywords: S.T.E.M., out-of-school time, English acquisition, SIOP. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 In the last fifteen years, the U.S. educational system has struggled to balance 

rising demands for higher science, technology, engineering and mathematics (S.T.E.M.) 

achievement while concurrently educating increasing numbers of English Language 

Learners (ELL). Until fairly recently, American educators saw these as two separate and 

distinct challenges to overcome. The presiding belief in public education was that 

students first must become proficient in English before they could engage in the higher 

order thinking processes required in the S.T.E.M. disciplines (Collier, 1989; Cummins, 

1981; Met, 1994). There is, however, research to support the opposite approach: Students 

first should learn content in their native language, and then learn English. Beyond these 

two sides of the debate, there is a growing body of literature on a third approach that is 

bridging the gap by promoting S.T.E.M. learning as a vehicle for English acquisition. 

This study extends the discussion of this third approach through the analysis of the 

impact on English acquisition of weekly interventions in an Out-of-School time context. 

Whereas much research has focused on the impact of language acquisition for ELLs 

within science classrooms during the curricular day this study seeks to determine how 

similar approaches made within a low-stakes, informal learning environment can impact 

the development of ELL’s English acquisition. 

Suffering S.T.E.M. 

U.S. student performance in mathematics and science has been a troubling 

concern for education system leaders for many years. In 2011, only 32% of 8th graders 

performed at, or above, levels of proficiency in science, and only 2% of 8th graders 
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performed at an advanced level (NCES, 2015a). The 2015 National Report Card did 

report an achievement increase of up to 40% of 8th graders performing at, or above, levels 

of science proficiency. This was the same year, however, that no state saw an increase in 

levels of 8th grade mathematics proficiency and over 20 states saw declines (NCES, 

2015a).  

 For ELLs, the picture was bleaker. The National Center for Educational Statistics 

(2015a) reported that 8th grade achievement levels for ELLs demonstrated an even larger 

gap compared to their native English counterparts. Specifically, ELLs trailed their native 

English-speaking counterparts by 17 points in science, 15 points in math, and 30 points in 

reading (NCES, 2015a).   

Lost in Translation  

Further compounding low STEM achievement is the influx of non-native English 

speakers into American schools, many of which are not pedagogically prepared for these 

students. The fault lies neither with the high influx of ELLs into the American public 

school system nor with the educators who sincerely wish to prepare these students for 

college and career. Rather, the challenge stems from a lack of coordinated vision among 

teacher induction programs, school district leadership and state education agencies. 

Between 2002 and 2012, U.S. schools saw an increase of ELLs in 39 states across the 

union (NCES, 2015b). In 2012, six western states and the District of Columbia saw ELL 

students comprising 10%, or more, of their entire student population, with California see 

the highest percentage at 23% (NCES, 2015b). The picture is clear: The need to teach 

English language skills to students in American schools is growing.  

Side by Side 
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It is within the hours of the non-curricular day that children, particularly ELLs, 

can dive deeper into the process of active learning, shifting from the programmed 

experiences of the school day into low pressure, inquiry-based out-of-school (OST) 

programs, many of which place higher emphasis on student meaning over linguistic 

accuracy. Because of this emphasis, these afterschool programs offer ELL students the 

opportunities to extend their learning in regards to content as well as language 

acquisition. It also is in the OST context where ELLs can take time to further investigate 

norms and expectations of the dominant culture within the school and the greater 

community.  

Out of school programs, then, are uniquely positioned to facilitate ELLs’ English 

language development. For example, there are no high stakes involved in their progress 

through the curriculum. An ELL student also does not risk grade level promotion or 

course placement through unsuccessful attempts made in the learning. It is exactly this 

type of safe environment that encourages children’s curiosity, risk-taking, and learning. 

Despite the potential benefits to ELLs’ English language acquisition, research has not 

examined the connection between ELLs’ participation in OST programs and 

improvement in their English proficiency. This study proposes to do precisely that by 

investigating one STEM OST program in southeast Texas. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this investigation was to investigate the degree to which an OST 

S.T.E.M. program, OSTEM, supports the English language acquisition among 3rd—5th 

grade English Language Learners. The study measured the effect the OSTEM treatment 

had on ELL’s English acquisition. This study used progress measures from the Texas 
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English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) and the State of Texas 

Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) Reading provided by the Large Gulf 

Coast Independent School District. The afterschool program OSTEM as well as the Large 

Gulf Coast Independent School District, the Gulf Coast Children’s Museum and the Gulf 

Coast Community Center are all pseudonyms in the study.  

Research Questions 

This study proposed to answer the following questions: 

1. To what extent does hosting the OSTEM program affect schools’ English 

language proficiency among their English Language Learners? 

2. Is there is a difference in the progress of English language acquisition 

between those schools that hosted the OSTEM program and similar 

schools that did not host the OSTEM program? 

Program Background 

In the fall of 2012, the Gulf Coast Children’s Museum (GCCM) partnered with 

the Gulf Coast Community Center (GCCC) to deliver S.T.E.A.M. programming (Science, 

Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics) to its afterschool sites spanning across four 

large school districts in the metropolitan area. The program is delivered one hour per 

week over the course of 28 weeks within the academic year. Program components 

include regular practical application of S.T.E.M. concepts. Such examples of these 

applications are the hands-on lab activities inherent in the design of OSTEM such as the 

dissection of owl pellets paired with the identification and categorization of animal bones 

as part of the larger unit over the Food Web. Another program characteristic of OSTEM 
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is the peer interaction in addition to multiple opportunities built-in to the student 

activities for engaging with the target language via listening, reading and speaking.  

OSTEM program designers have organized the construction and implementation 

of the program to serve multiple sites consistently through a school year. OSTEM is 

delivered in seven units beginning in October and ending in May. The activities are 

rooted in experiential learning often with producing models and interactive displays as 

demonstrations of student mastery of targeted learning objectives. The OSTEM team 

consists of a program manager, a S.T.E.A.M. educator, a logistics coordinator, two 

program specialists and an assistant. Materials assembly occurs off-site at a workroom 

donated in-kind by the Gulf Coast Community Center. Among the 108 sites selected at 

the time of this study, the seven units of curriculum are rotated so that at any one point all 

seven units are utilized. The OSTEM curriculum is used within the greater context of the 

out-of-school time programming provided at the various elementary school sites 

administered by the Gulf Coast Community Center staff. This is realized in 

approximately one hour per week of S.T.E.A.M. programming.  

The Gulf Coast Community Center counselors provide the direct instruction of 

the OSTEM curriculum to the child participants. Each month, Gulf Coast Community 

Center counselors receive training provided by the museum’s OSTEM team over the two 

upcoming units of curriculum. Training videos are posted online through a video-sharing 

network so as to allow GCCC staff additional opportunities to engage with the curricular 

projects before leading them with their students. Additionally, counselor support pages 

providing deeper background on the scientific concepts being explored are packed within 

each unit of activities. The OSTEM team is responsible for ordering supplies and 
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assembling the curriculum materials into kits that they then drop off and later retrieve 

from the out-of-school sites.  

Hidden parallels. An experienced team of S.T.E.M. educators designed the 

program structure of OSTEM through responsive curriculum and training practices aimed 

at supporting inquiry-based learning and demystifying complex scientific concepts. In an 

effort to better communicate the targeted concepts to K-5 students, program developers 

inadvertently created parallels to foreign language acquisition models such as Sheltered 

Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP). SIOP is a collection of instructional strategies 

used to make content matter understandable to students who are developing their English 

skills. Program developers train program implementers over intentional instructional 

strategies designed to excite children’s natural curiosity such as a simple elicitation of 

students’ background knowledge of the world around them. This SIOP component of 

strategies is actualized and reviewed through scheduled OSTEM staff support visits to 

observe the trained strategies put into action during the SIOP component of lesson 

delivery.  

Further equivalents between SIOP components and the OSTEM structure exist in 

interaction, practice/application and review/assessment. OSTEM developers train 

implementers over a repeated structure of interaction that involves students listening to 

the target language from adult counselors as well as predicating student participation 

through peer communication. The OSTEM activities are based in practical application of 

targeted learning objectives through either “make & take” activities such as model 

making or through experiential investigations. Since its inception, the OSTEM program 

has continued its practice of reviewing students through the process of their learning 
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through scaffolding and spiraling of concepts presented in thematic units. The program 

also conducts pre/post-assessments of students to measure progress in S.T.E.M. skills 

development. 

Research Design and Methods 

To answer the research questions posed above, this study utilized a quasi-

experimental research design to compare a treatment group receiving OSTEM 

programming weekly for one hour a week across 28 weeks each school year to a 

comparison group. Propensity Score Matching (PSM), a statistical matching technique, 

was used to create a group of comparison schools that was observably similar to the 

treatment schools. PSM allows the researcher to approximate the characteristics of a 

randomized control trial (RCT), which is generally held as the gold standard in 

“estimating the effects of treatments, interventions, and exposures on outcomes” (Austin, 

2011, p. 400).  

The study is longitudinal in nature as school data were reviewed across three 

years in an effort to measure the impact of student participation in the program. Data 

sources include state standardized test data reaped from the state’s English proficiency 

assessment system, TELPAS (Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System), 

which measures students’ English proficiency in listening, speaking, reading and writing 

and is administered every year to students identified as ELLs. As well as three years of 

test data in the area of English Language Arts (ELA) as measured by the State of Texas 

Assessment of Academic Readiness (STAAR) also will be reviewed for signs of growth.  

Analysis. In order to answer the research questions, the data collected were 

analyzed in the following manner. For question one, chi-square tests of independence 
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were conducted over three years of TELPAS and STAAR Reading progress measures, 

respectively, testing whether any connection existed between schools hosting OSTEM 

and ELL students’ English development. Progress measures of growth from the TELPAS 

and STAAR Reading state standardized assessments were categorized into levels by year 

and the chi-square test was utilized to see if group membership (treatment vs. 

comparison) was associated with proficiency level. In order to answer research question 

two, student progress across proficiency categories was compared for treatment and 

comparison schools for each of the three years and two tests included.  

Limitations. As with any study, this one has several limitations. The first 

limitation, due to limited resources, is that this study analyzed achievement data at the 

school-level rather than the student-level. This limitation allowed for analysis of 

achievement of all ELL students on a particular campus but not the analysis of individual 

ELL student progress. The result of this limitation was that this study was unable to track 

specific students enrolled in OSTEM from year to year in their development of English. 

OSTEM is implemented in schools with high rates of student mobility. The true effect on 

ELL students’ progress in English acquisition becomes increasingly difficult to measure 

as students matriculate in and out of the after school program. Students who arrived at the 

afterschool site mid-year were unable to provide the full scope of experience to which 

this study evaluated. This factor of student mobility creates a potential bias in the study’s 

sample that, dependent to various magnitudes, could lead to overestimation or 

underestimation of the intervention effect.   

Another limitation to this study is the progress of English acquisition was 

measured for the treatment and comparison groups within the context of each assessment 
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and year. Although this measurement over progress is an approximation it aligns more 

closely with the variability of the assessments given within each year. This matters 

because it is a common practice for state education agencies to adjust the rigor of state 

assessments or to move cut scores, which in turn affect student progression from one 

category of proficiency to the next as measured year from year. Therefore, comparing 

student progress from one year to the next with assessment tools that hold varying levels 

of rigor does not provide accurate outputs. The subsequent comparisons in this section 

should be viewed within the context of the years the assessments were administered.   

In addition, there was no measure taken to account for the variability of 

instruction of multiple afterschool sites using the OSTEM curriculum. Student activity 

sheets are provided in English and Spanish so Spanish-literate children may opt to work 

from the latter documents; no means will be taken to ensure that students are conducting 

their activities entirely in English or at all. This is a limitation because for those students 

who choose to work in Spanish the OST program may not, as a result, improve their 

English language proficiency as much as it might for students who choose to work in 

English. The research design is not able to differentiate between those two groups of 

students. 

Another limitation is selection bias. In the context of this study, selection bias 

may be a problem because the parents of the participants in the treatment group may be 

more motivated for their children to enrich their academic learning than parents who do 

not enroll their students in the OST program. Although many of the parents from the 

campuses participating in the study have limited choices regarding afterschool care they, 

nonetheless, have choices. Enrollment in the Gulf Coast Community Center afterschool 
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care is provided on a sliding fee based on family income. Although many enrolled 

families are paying much less than the standard monthly fee, they are nevertheless 

paying. These are monthly fees that could easily be paid to trusted neighbors offering 

unlicensed care in their homes or fees that could be saved entirely with children staying 

with extended family members. So there stands an arguable point that parents who are 

willing to pay regular fees for extended, structured learning for their children would also 

seek additional opportunities to extend their children’s English acquisition. The use of 

PSM attempts to correct for this limitation, but it cannot fully replicate randomization of 

participants or eliminate selection bias. 

It is also important to disclose that the principal investigator in this evaluation is a 

member of the education department of the Gulf Coast Children’s Museum who has 

direct contact with both the OSTEM team and Gulf Coast Community Center’s 

leadership team. However, the principal investigator does not participate in the after 

school program as either an instructor or regular observer. 

Significance of Study  

Results reported from the data collected and analyzed through this study will help 

the program’s stakeholders understand and begin to quantify the added value of OSTEM 

in the support of English acquisition for English Language Learners. The accurate 

measurement of the program’s impact on English proficiency also could influence 

program officers as well as district and school leaders as decisions are weighed on 

possible program expansion. Recommendations for subsequent appraisals of program 

curriculum, design and instructional delivery can pay particular attention to the support of 

language skills development as an equally weighted program goal next to S.T.E.M. 
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enrichment. If significant impact on student learning can be demonstrated in the areas of 

S.T.E.M. and English proficiency for ELLs, then the curriculum and existing 

implementation model could be duplicated in other large markets across the nation to 

further propel S.T.E.M. enrichment.  

Finally, study findings will contribute to the discussion over how impactful 

micro-treatments of guided, practical S.T.E.M. activity are for ELL achievement in 

English acquisition and the S.T.E.M. fields. For the purpose of this study micro-

treatments are defined as one hour or less of intentional programming each week. There 

is ongoing research over the effectiveness of integrated curricula in schools where “the 

disciplines interact and support each other” (Stoddart et al., 2002). These curriculum aims 

seek to balance learning where no one content area dominates student time and attention. 

Such is the intention that foreign language development can be achieved by duplicating 

the conditions of first language acquisition (Krashen, 1985). The findings of this study 

and others like it may guide decision making regarding ELLs’ use of out-of-school time 

for learning environments that may be unable to sustain integrated curricula. 

 



 

 

Chapter II 

Literature Review 

 
This literature review will explore the existing research into the relationship 

between practical, hands-on instructional approaches to S.T.E.M. learning and ELLs’ 

acquisition of English. Particular attention will be given to theoretical perspectives that 

are cognitively based, cross-culturally based, and socio-politically based (Lee, 2011) as 

these perspectives are inherently, although not altogether intentionally, built into the 

purposing of OSTEM. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: The need for 

out-of-school time (OST) programming, the importance of OST S.T.E.M. programming, 

outcomes of OST S.T.E.M. programming, the connection between S.T.E.M. learning and 

student acquisition of academic English, children’s acquisition of English as a foreign 

language through the SIOP model, and this study’s conceptual framework. 

The Need for OST Programs 

Unsupervised. Elementary students in the U.S. spend approximately 180 days in 

school and 185 days out of school (Hull & Newport, 2011). It is the responsibility of 

adult caregivers to ensure that students are learning positive behaviors in a nurturing 

environment outside of the curricular day. However, there is a significant portion of 

youth living in poverty whose families are unable to afford quality out-of-school time 

care. This means that many impoverished youths are missing out on enrichment learning 

opportunities as substantial evidence demonstrates that quality OST programming 

extends children’s learning and expressive opportunities (Halpern, 2002).  

Unsupervised youth run higher risks of engaging in negative behaviors that are 

more likely to lead to adverse consequences in their health and their engagement with the 
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criminal justice system. In addition to missing out on positive learning experiences, 

unsupervised youth also run much higher risks of experimenting with drugs, alcohol, 

high-risk sexual behaviors and criminal activity (Yokely-Busby, 2013). The U.S. Census 

reported (2013) that 1.3 million children ages 5 to 11 are under no adult supervision 

between school dismissal and their parents’ arrival home. It is inside of this loose zone of 

supervision that pre-teens and teens are presented with opportunities to experiment with 

drugs and alcohol, and engage in juvenile crime (Yokely-Busby, 2013). The U.S. 

Department of Justice reports that although the number of days in school is roughly equal 

to the number of days out of school, 63% of juvenile crime occurs during school days, 

with a fifth of that crime occurring between the hours of 3:00 p.m.—7:00 p.m. The issue 

of juvenile crime is a significant concern as offenses range from vandalism to illegal drug 

use to violence. In 2009, 19% of all violent crime reported involved a juvenile offender 

(Yokely-Busby, 2013).  

This study was set in a typical, U.S. urban environment exhibiting many of the 

consequences of unsupervised children. To localize this issue, Gulf County, the county, 

which seats Large Gulf Coast City, reported nearly 14,000 referrals to its Juvenile 

Probation Department in 2013 (Glover, Trojan & Mendiola-Washington, 2013). Of the 

total number of crimes reported, 2,000 cases involved felonies. Higher rates of juvenile 

felony offenses are particularly true of students living in areas of high poverty.  

Childhood poverty. The U.S. Census reported in 2010 that one in five 

children in the United States live in conditions of poverty. In 2016, the national 

poverty line for a family of four was defined as $24,300 (U.S. Department of Health 

& Human Services, 2016). More so than their affluent peers, children raised in 
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poverty are at increased risk of developing cognitive and behavioral difficulties, 

completing fewer years of education, increasing their risks of unemployment and 

chronic health problems (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997). It is also more likely that 

these students will emulate behavioral patterns found within their under-resourced 

communities, such as dropping out of school (Rumberger, 2013).  

Children living in poverty are disproportionately African American and Latino. 

The 2010 census reported that Black children contributed to 14% of the U.S. child 

population but represented over 25% of children living in poverty while Hispanic 

children represented one-fifth of all U.S. children but made up a third of the child poverty 

population Macartney (2011). The issue of disproportionate poverty extends even higher 

to ELLs who are more than twice as likely to live under the federal poverty line than their 

native English-speaking counterparts (Zong & Batalova, 2015).  

The issue of child poverty echoes loudly in the targeted area of this investigation. 

In 2014, one in four children in Texas were being raised at, or below, the poverty line 

(Children At Risk, 2014). This statistic translates into Texas having the sixth highest rate 

of child poverty in the union. In Gulf Coast County, this figure is even higher with 27% 

of all children living at, or below, the poverty line (Children At Risk, 2014). The risk 

factors for the local children of this study are clear as is the need for multiple supports in 

cognitive, emotional and social domains.  

OST as a Response.  

Why OST? High quality OST programs create a safe space for children to 

explore, investigate, create and express themselves under the guidance of responsible 

adult supervision. Fortunately, increasing awareness linking low student achievement and 
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juvenile delinquency to the dearth of quality OST programs has prompted raised levels of 

funding and action from the public and private sectors (Harper & Bhat, 2007). The 

crucial role that OST programs can play in children’s intellectual, social and 

emotional development is becoming increasingly evident through rising levels of 

funding from multiple sources. For example, in 2007, California voters approved 

Proposition 49, which increased state funding of afterschool programs by $500 

million more from its last public review in 1999 (Bhattacharya & Quiroga, 2011). In 

2001, the U.S. government apportioned $4.5 billion to after school programming 

through 21st Century Community Learning Centers (21st CCLC) targeting high-

poverty, low-performing schools (Chappell, 2007). Stemming from the No Child Left 

Behind Act (NCLB), “(t)he purpose of the program is to establish or expand 

community learning centers1 that provide students with academic enrichment 

opportunities along with activities designed to complement the students’ regular 

academic program” (DOE, p. 5, 2003).  

The 21st CCLC program model, as adjusted in 2003, set a high standard for future 

funding proposals in, and outside, of government agencies. The authorizing statutes 

established in this federal model can now frequently be found in the grant proposals of 

charitable foundations as well as state and local governmental entities. The first statute is 

basing programming on “rigorous scientific research.” Out-of-school programmers must 

                                                 

1 The definition of community learning centers is left open to organizations operating within schools or 
their own facilities. The range of services supported by 21st CCLC funding includes homework assistance, 
tutoring/mentoring, fine arts education, cultural activities and “hands-on science or technology programs” 
(DOE, p. 5, 2003). 
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use performance evaluations to measure the impact on student growth for the stated 

learning targets (DOE, p. 5, 2003). 

How students spend their time outside of school garners interest from many 

community partners as evidenced by the diverse funding streams of OST structures 

throughout this country. Out-of-school time programming is distinct from traditional 

extracurricular programming in that many cases OST programs are funded and conducted 

by entities apart from the school district although they may operate on school grounds 

and engage local faculty. Private and public funds numbering in the billions sustain OST 

programming at approximately 50,000 public school campuses across the U.S. (Parsad & 

Lewis, 2009). Aside from the funding structure these programs differ from single-

purposed faculty sponsored programs (i.e. sports teams), as they typically deliver 

heterogeneous services: homework help, snacks, academic enrichment, play and 

socializing activities (Halpern, 2002; Vandell et al., 2005).  

The shift to supporting curricular activities is made clear as more out-of-school 

programs, which are awarded grants, are aligned with state standards as a matter of 

course. In addition to academic enrichment goals, the 2003 21st CCLC revisions led the 

way in broad incorporation of parent engagement as a cornerstone to student 

programming. A deeper examination of the OST phenomenon reviews a published study 

spanning two years and 3,000 elementary and middle school students across eight states. 

Researchers from University of California, Irvine & University of Wisconsin, Madison, 

found that low income children involved in long term afterschool programming 

demonstrated greater gains in testing achievement, lower incidents of discipline 

infractions and observed improvement in work habits (Vandell et al, 2007). Elementary 
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students participating in high quality afterschool programming demonstrated a 20% gain 

in mathematics achievement as compared to their uninvolved counterparts. Middle school 

participants saw 12 percentiles of growth in mathematics (Vandell et al, 2007). 

Why OST S.T.E.M.? In the 2011 National Report Card released by the U.S. 

Department of Education, only 32% of eighth graders performed at, or above, proficient 

in science with 2% performing at an advanced level. The 2015 mathematics results show 

that 40% of eighth graders performed at, or above, proficient (U.S. Dept. of Ed., 2015). 

From this same report, the nation learned that no states saw gains in mathematics 

proficiency for eighth grade and 22 states saw declines (U.S. Dept. of Ed., 2015). Reports 

such as these are motivating private foundations, corporations and state agencies to fund 

extracurricular S.T.E.M. supports for students.  

The goals of OST programs are as varied as their offerings. However, the impacts 

of these programs in the communities they serve are collectively felt in the reduction of 

juvenile crime, substance abuse, truancy, and academic failure (Dynarski et al., 2004; 

Weisman et al., 2003; Welsh et al., 2002). Quickly rising to the top of newly generated 

OST programs are those instructing students in S.T.E.M. These programs appear to have 

had a positive impact on participants’ curricular learning in generating interest in the 

S.T.E.M. fields as well as test scores. In addition to higher levels of student fluency in 

S.T.E.M., observations in recent years have reported higher levels of English acquisition 

among ELL OST participants (Bhattacharya & Quiroga, 2011). 

The past decade has seen essential shifts in how children are being exposed to 

S.T.E.M. learning. There are opportunities for children to engage in S.T.E.M.-oriented 

learning activities through afterschool programs, extracurricular clubs, summer camps, 
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parks and museums, all in addition to what students see inside of the curricular day in the 

classroom (National Research Council, 2015). Simultaneously, new funding is supporting 

of out-of-school S.T.E.M. programming to address what many in education and industry 

alike suggest is a national crisis of S.T.E.M. trained professionals (Sotomayor, 2013; 

National Research Council, 2015).  

One response to low student achievement in S.T.E.M. in this country is the 

boom in out-of-school time (OST) S.T.E.M. programming over the last ten years 

(National Research Council, 2015). Opportunities for students to engage in practical 

S.T.E.M. learning outside of the curricular day abound in parks, zoos, museums, 

community centers, summer camps, faith-based organizations and school-based 

after school programs (National Research Council, 2015). Funding totaling in the 

billions from the combined efforts of private and public funding are sustaining programs 

across the country in OST sites (Parsad & Lewis, 2009). Indeed, some research indicates 

that OST S.T.E.M. programming can be credited in part with narrowing the gap in 

academic performance between low and high-income students (Vandell et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, OST settings are typically free from high stakes testing and predetermined 

scopes of curriculum. It is in these contexts where young people can explore interests and 

hone their 21st century skills2 where failure is a recognized part of the learning process 

(Sahin, Ayar & Adiguzel, 2014).  

With increased frequency more OST programs are offering S.T.E.M. selections. 

Such interest in S.T.E.M. programming is influenced by the agreement between the 

                                                 

2 The Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2007) designated learning and innovation skills as critical 
thinking, problem solving, communication, collaboration, creativity and innovation. 
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private sector and government that today’s students are less prepared for the high demand 

skills needed for a 21st century workforce (Sotomayor, 2013; Sahin, Ayar & Adiguzel, 

2014). U.S. government initiatives such as “Educate to Innovate” launched in 2009, seek 

to ignite young people’s interest in S.T.E.M. fields scaling enthusiasm into career 

passions. 

The Committee on Successful Out-of-School S.T.E.M. Learning, formed by the 

National Research Council, outlined three major criteria by which to measure effective 

OST S.T.E.M. settings and programs. The program must engage youth intellectually, 

academically, socially, and emotionally (National Research Council, 2015). To do this 

programs must offer the first criterion of effective OST S.T.E.M. programming: direct 

experiences with real-world phenomena with relevant instruments to observe and 

measure these phenomena. Secondly, programs must engage their participants in 

sustaining their interest and practice in S.T.E.M. learning. Such examples of this can be 

seen in student hobbies, school projects selection and selection of higher science and 

mathematics elective courses in school. The third criterion of effective programs is the 

fostering of a supportive learning community (National Research Council, 2015). These 

are settings where participants choose to spend their time surrounded by peers and 

leaders who genuinely care about the holistic wellbeing of each student in the program.  

Successful OST S.T.E.M. programs are responsive to participants’ “interest, 

experiences, and cultural practices” (National Research Council, 2015, p. 2). S.T.E.M. 

learning is posited within culturally relevant and socially meaningful practices (National 

Research Council, 2015). Peer collaboration and opportunity to assume leadership roles 

are two sub-tenets of this component. As a supporting buttress to these ideas of role 
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assignment and collaboration is the understanding that the program leaders are positioned 

as co-investigators in the research and experimentation process. This overarching ideal 

places all involved on equal footing in the practice of investigation with each member of 

the team seen as a contributor. A typical S.T.E.M.-oriented OST program is consciously 

constructed with partner and group activities set toward tasks of problem solving. 

Productive OST S.T.E.M. programs shoulder the responsibility of connecting 

learning experiences across varied settings (National Research Council, 2015). The 

discoveries made and the phenomena explored do not exist in isolation of the OST 

settings. Rather, program leaders must pose leading questions to assist participants in 

bridging the experiences and lessons learned over to school, home and real-world 

scenarios (National Research Council, 2015). 

 Programs should seek to involve participants in community linkages leveraging 

available resources to expand learning experiences (National Research Council, 2015). 

Seeking and establishing new and varied learning opportunities throughout the 

community is an ongoing charge of program leaders. This particular criterion calls back 

to the responsiveness needed by OST programs to remain culturally relevant through the 

direct involvement of students in the greater workings of their surrounding learning 

ecosystem. 

OST S.T.E.M. models. Greater and greater emphasis has shifted toward out-of-

school time settings for greater opportunities in servicing the marginalized students. 

Students who are linguistic minorities and living in low income households are more 

likely attending programs funded by government and/or private foundations if they attend 

any out-of-school programs (Bevan & Michalchik, 2013). Oftentimes these programs are 
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evaluated by data collected and viewed through the lens of the additive model of 

learning. This model reviews students’ interest in content using pre/ post-program 

changes in motivation and attitude. It measures success in student test scores and grades 

(Bevan & Michalchik, 2013). Continued use of this learning model sets the mold for 

future program creation and facilitation (Bevan & Michalchik, 2013). 

In contrast to the additive model stands the expanded learning model. Expanded 

learning is not as easily summarized as there exist more opportunities for differentiation 

of student interest (Bevan & Michalchik, 2013). Examples could include investigating 

animal homes in a protected preserve alongside park personnel, conducting air quality 

checks with a local regulatory agency or assisting in an animal rescue shelter under 

instruction of veterinary medical staff.   

Unfortunately the multiple disciplines of science have been long regarded by the 

general public as a homogenous field where excitement for one study is equally 

transferable to another. Bevan and Michalchik explained the general misconception held 

by many regarding the effects of high quality OST S.T.E.M. programming. 

The viability of expanded day programs in the eyes of policymakers and funders 

rests partially on the assumption that students who are engaged in high-quality OST 

science programs will build their interests, capacities, and commitments to science in 

ways that will carry over to enhance engagement in school science...The additive model 

of learning…posits that providing children with rich science experiences in one setting is 

like filling a beaker. Students’ levels of science interest, capacity, and commitment rise 

and should therefore remain equally high in other settings such as school, home, and 

other OST programs (2012, p. 3). 
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The funders of programs predicated on the additive learning model are motivated 

by the aforementioned premise that student participation in such OST programming can 

correlate to student levels of content interest and academic achievement through 

measurable outputs as documented via attendance, self-reporting and survey instruments. 

OSTEM is based on an additive learning model, as funding for evaluation has never 

reached sufficient levels to move into an expanded learning model. A problem with this 

expectation is the restriction made by categorization of experience. This is to say that if 

students enjoy activities surrounding botany then they should enjoy activities surrounding 

astronomy, as both are branches of science (Bevan & Michalchik, 2013). The assumption 

is that students will lump both botany and astronomy together under the larger umbrella 

of science and determine to either like all of science or none of it.  

 More akin to expanded learning is the idea of the contextual model. This model 

ties “learning, identity, interest, and participation” to the context of the learner’s activities 

(Bevan & Michalchik, 2013, p. 5). It is through a long contributed line of research, which 

informs us of how different settings influence students’ interest level, skills development 

and enthusiasm that counters the notion that students’ interest and skill fluencies are 

transferable among S.T.E.M. disciplines (Bevan and Michalchik, 2013). As more 

attention has been paid to studies investigating how children learn, or do not learn, across 

different settings (i.e. cross-setting), a deeper argument has been broached for the need to 

understand how settings are consciously, or even unconsciously, formed in “leveraging 

learners’ existing interests and resources (Bevan & Michalchik, 2013, p. 5). This study 

posits that the OST program under review, OSTEM, corresponds to the contextual model 

as participants have the opportunity to work in varied group dynamics across varied 
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disciplines of academic interest. This position is reviewed in finer detail in the review of 

the program’s design.  

OST S.T.E.M. outcomes. Review of the existing body of research indicates that 

high quality S.T.E.M. OST programs that embody the three major criteria of the National 

Research Council do raise student participation in S.T.E.M. college majors and lead them 

toward science and engineering careers. For example, Sahin, Ayar & Adiguzel concluded 

at the end of a study in OST S.T.E.M. related activities that program participants 

demonstrated sufficient evidence in their development of complex communication and 

collaboration skills both regarded as essential 21st century skills (2014). Additionally, 

longitudinal findings from a study performed by Vandell et al. (2013) found that 

afterschool programs are aiding in closing the achievement gap between low-income 

students and their wealthier counterparts. The disparity in academic success between low 

and high-income children disappears at the elementary school level. Regular OST 

participants see marked gains in math performance with improvements in their work 

habits and school attendance (Vandell et al., 2013). 

OST programs provide fertile ground for growing the essential skills needed for 

academic and career success. Bridges et al. (2015) explained the deep connections 

between play and cognitive development in children, noting that the activities or projects 

presented to children function as a focal point for fixing attention, building conceptual 

understanding and developing “sensorimotor skills through exploration, manipulation, 

and imagination” (p. 185). Whether children are engaged in learning strategies in 

competitive sport, keeping time in playing a musical instrument, or attempting to 

understand the relationship between chemical properties in a lab experiment they are 
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additionally developing the soft skills surrounding those activities such as peer 

communication, teamwork and role assignation. Soft skills development is often what is 

taken for granted by classroom instructors in their interaction with children of poverty 

including ELL students. Socialization has been regarded as a secondary by-product in the 

learning process for far too long. Early learning occurs as children develop agency first 

within their family unit and next as “novice participants” within peer group settings (i.e. 

school) through the elicitation of various normative social and cognitive skills (Bridges et 

al., p. 182, 2015). It is in this context that the additional dimension of socialization is 

recommended as a measure of an indicator of program impact. 

Authentic student engagement can present a challenge to many classroom 

teachers but it can prove even more challenging when teacher and students are oriented in 

different linguistic and cultural contexts. Maxwell-Jolly (2011) noted that, “Evaluations 

have shown that OST programs have the ability to increase student motivation and 

engagement” (p. 6). Kane (2004) found students from four different OST programs 

participating in their classes who exhibited higher levels of motivation and engagement. 

An evaluation of Los Angeles BEST afterschool program found students felt supported in 

their relationships with the OST staff who made efforts to understand their cultural and 

linguistic backgrounds which translated into higher performance levels in school (Huang 

et al., 2007). 

English Acquisition  

Few topics in education spark greater debate than the selection of best practices in 

teaching English to children whose primary language is not English. The need is present 

in the minds of lawmakers as funding in past years has seen increases through federal 
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funding such as Title III, which provides additional supports to school districts in 

educating the steadily growing enrollment of Limited English Proficiency students 

(Echevarria, Short & Powers, 2006).3  

 The need for strong instruction to meet the needs of the growing number of ELLs 

is present across the United States. The National Center for Education Statistics reported 

that ELL enrollment grew in all but eleven states from 2002 to 2012 (NCES, 2015a). As 

of 2012, the following states saw 10% or more of their entire student population 

consisting of ELL students: Alaska, California, Colorado, Texas, Nevada, New Mexico 

and the District of Columbia. California surpassed its western counterparts with 

enrollment of ELL students peaking at 23% of its total student population (NCES, 

2015a). Urban school districts are seeing the highest ELL enrollment rates averaging 

14% of their total student population, while suburban districts are averaging 9% and rural 

districts are experiencing an average of 4% of total student population (NCES, 2015a).  

 Unfortunately, education generally has not responded appropriately to this 

demographic change. Typical instructional methods used particularly by teachers of older 

upper elementary and secondary students rely heavily on oral lecture and paper-and-

pencil tasks (Echevarria et al., 2006). Textbooks are usually assigned to every subject 

area of the upper grade levels, but little to no instruction is provided the ELL student over 

the use of the internal comprehension supports within these textbooks such as bolded key 

vocabulary terms, subject headings, sidebars and graphs with much of that knowledge of 

                                                 

3 The Federal and state label for students who are not fluent in English is Limited English Proficiency 
(LEP) but for the purposes of this literature review the more commonly used term of practice, ELL, will be 
employed. 
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use being assumed on the part of the instructor (Echevarria et al., 2006). In response to 

growing ELL populations and the lack of adequate training in foreign language 

acquisition strategies of general education teachers, multiple models of English language 

instruction have appeared across the educational landscape.  

Navigation of meaning. It is simply not enough to assign ELL students to 

unguided exposure to the target language with aims that they will soak up structure and 

meaning through receptive skills alone. Additionally, ELL students are as diverse in their 

learning styles as their native English-speaking counterparts. Instructors should allow for 

variations in time among their ELL students’ language acquisition through the use of 

holistic formative assessments (TEA, 2015). Although non-verbal supports are a proven 

and effective tool in ELL instruction they are only tools and cannot be expected to carry 

the ELL through a conceptual lesson alone. Elicitation of student prior knowledge can be 

achieved systematically by questioning, using texts that culturally resonate with students, 

modeling target skills, coaching and offering regular feedback (Dávila, 2015). Although 

these approaches are universally sound across all levels of teaching they reverberate 

particularly strongly in the instruction of ELLs in inquiry learning settings, which are a 

typical hallmark of OST S.T.E.M. settings. 

Of course it can be challenging to elicit prior student knowledge when students’ 

fluency in the target language, English for example, is measured at the nascent level. 

Explicit instruction is needed in the use of language as a means to reaching specific ends. 

Bygate’s language devices in facilitating speech production and compensation of failed 

communication fit neatly in the collaborative practice of scientific inquiry. There are four 

devices of facilitation through which learners of a foreign language can navigate meaning 
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through cooperative work (Bygate, 1987): (a) simplification—circumventing complex 

structures, (b) ellipses—omission of sentence parts, (c) formulaic expressions—chunking 

meaning in set phrases, (d) fillers/hesitation devices—phrases or sounds that provide 

additional thinking time for the speaker. In a student lab experience these devices are 

evident amongst native English-speaking students as many are newly acquiring the 

content-based vernacular. 

These devices are balanced by Bygate’s compensation techniques: (a) self-

correction, (b) false starts, (c) repetition, and (d) rephrasing (1987). Such device use is 

common among speakers in their native language. Students of English as a foreign 

language can ease their apprehension of speaking if they understand their conscious use 

of the listed language devices are reflected in their English-speaking peers (Lewis, 2011).  

Meaning over accuracy. Out-of-school time settings allow English Language 

Learners (ELL) greater opportunities for Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills 

(BICS) development. BICS places emphasis on the communicative exchange that occurs 

in socialized settings such as the playground, the cafeteria or neighborhood settings 

where adult direction of activity is loosened and children assume a more autonomous role 

in this area (Bonenfant, 2012). Bonenfant (2012) goes on to argue that BICS 

development occurs when “participants...are actively negotiating with those with whom 

they interact” (p. 154). It is within these informal settings where the greatest pace of 

language acquisition is observed as the attention of all participants are focused on task-

oriented activities in which meaning is prioritized over linguistic accuracy (Li, 2013).   

ELLs are academically challenged on two fronts every day that they enter the 

school building. They are expected to learn academic content while simultaneously 
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learning the foreign language in which that content is delivered within the same temporal 

context of their native English-speaking peers (Short & Fitzsimmons, 2007). This is to 

say that ELLs do not receive extended instructional time either in hours per day or days 

per year to master academic language. Instructors must remain cognizant that although 

ELLs may appear fluent in informal conversation their academic English levels do not 

develop as quickly.  Maxwell-Jolly reminded readers that “Scholars tell us that students 

need only two or three years to develop conversational competence in a second language, 

but that they need five to eight years or more to develop academic competence” (2011, p. 

2).  

English Language Learners and S.T.E.M. 

New student populations in American classrooms require new pedagogical 

approaches to instruction. ELLs, like their English-fluent peers, are simultaneously 

constructing multiple identities of which the immigrant experience and academic learning 

weigh in heavily. Formal, and informal, instruction can be responsive to this process of 

identity-building through the recognition of student prior knowledge as well as cross-

cultural connections particularly in the area of science where making sense of the natural 

world is a global experience. OSTEM provides a unified platform for student learning as 

the unit topics in recent years have been pulled from wide student interests such as 

covering prehistoric human development to the manufacture of culturally specific 

musical instruments. Students have multiple opportunities to learn how various cultures 

from around the world express their understanding and use of S.T.E.M. knowledge. This 

personalized and cultural response to student engagement can be extended into OST 

settings scaffolding student learning well beyond the curricular day and year thereby 
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shaping student perspective through multiple contexts supporting deeper connection-

making.  

Immigrant children are often faced with the challenge of balancing identities. Lee 

explained how the pull of the parent culture often contrasts with the new culture 

immigrant children face positioning them to learn how to negotiate across the two each 

day (2011). Lee (2011) explained how the common footing of three perspectives launch 

myriad tactics for educators to use in equalizing “science learning opportunities” while 

assisting students in developing “science learner identities” in balance to their own 

“cultural identities” (p. 3). In respect to non-mainstream learners, a category under which 

ELLs fall into, the equalization of opportunity begins when formal science instruction 

recognizes the value of students’ prior knowledge steeped within students’ culture, 

correlates this prior cultural knowledge to disciplinary knowledge and provides 

sufficient, supportive resources dedicated toward student exploration.  

 It is important to first classify student groups as certain pedagogies of instruction 

have been traditionally aimed at particular groups of learners holding similar levels of 

cultural fluency as school officials. This study will use the definition of mainstream 

students as defined by Lee (2011) to collectively identify middle—high class, native 

speakers of Standard English in juxtaposition to non-mainstream students who, specific 

to this study, identify as students of color, low income and learning English as a new 

language. Mainstream students bring a cultural and linguistic advantage into the science 

classroom when engaging equally with faculty and text. Whereas non-mainstream 

students often find their prior S.T.E.M. knowledge developed in their home community 

either ignored or devalued in the classroom (Lee, 2011).  
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Science learning for non-mainstream students. The cognitive perspective is 

grounded in the processes of “reasoning, problem solving, inquiry, and argumentation” 

(Lee, 2011, p. 4). In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the Chèche Konnen team conducted 

case studies of at-risk students of color (African-American, Haitian and Latino) in their 

approaches to experimental processes in monolingual and bilingual classrooms (Lee, 

2011). Conclusions drawn from the study determined that non-mainstream students 

conducted open-ended investigations in similar fashion to adult scientific communities in 

that they questioned ideas presented deeply, argued points of divergence vigorously and 

engineered new meaning through commonplace words (Rosebery, Warren & Conant, 

1992). 

Mainstream students bring connections that are culturally and linguistically more 

closely aligned to school culture and classroom practices (Lee, 2011). These students 

have cultural traditions and orientations toward problem solving that reflect larger school 

practices which minimize points of divergent perspectives thereby minimizing 

investigation and reasoning; two vital components to scientific inquiry. The need for 

more vigorous, thorough investigative practices in the classroom diminishes as students’ 

cultural, linguistic and experiential backgrounds are more closely aligned to those of the 

school’s (Lee, 2011).  

Lee explained how science learning through the “socio-political perspective 

places prominence on issues of power, prestige, and privilege” (2011, p. 14). This 

perspective explains how non-mainstream students find traditional science instruction 

irrelevant when conducted via external learning standards as opposed to syncing with 

students’ prior experience and intellectual resources (Lee, 2011). Rather than students 
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coming to the material and attempting to understand it as something separate and apart 

from their experience, the socio-political perspective demands that the material be studied 

to facilitate a more complete understanding of students’ life experience. Furthermore the 

socio-political perspective does not separate students from the world they live in. 

Questions of poverty, linguistic and cultural marginalization and the asymmetrical 

distribution of educational resources are all weighed when analyzing the gap between 

formal instruction of mainstream and non-mainstream students (Lee, 2011). 

Countering marginalization. The balance of these three perspectives leads to 

concrete actionable steps science, or S.T.E.M., instructors generally can take in 

countering the marginalizing effects of traditional instructional approaches. Over 80% of 

OSTEM programming sites are categorized as Title I schools. OSTEM program 

developers intentionally sought to counter the marginalizing effects of prestige and 

privilege by building in opportunities for students from these campuses to lead activities 

through established segments of facilitated learning where the instructor steps back to 

observe and support students in their own realizations and discoveries. Learner validation 

can occur through listening to student discourse during observations and investigations 

and aligning like thought processes to those found in research communities (Lee, 2011). 

This approach through learning via a socio-political perspective faces far fewer 

restrictions in immediate and sustained implementation by OSTEM instructors. OSTEM 

instructors are not held to equitable levels of high-stakes accountability regarding student 

learning as their curricular counterparts thereby creating a space for greater 

experimentation and risk in instruction. 
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Instructors can scaffold the learning experiences for non-mainstream students, 

particularly if there exists an inherent incongruence between empirical data collection 

and analysis against the students’ home cultural practices in regard to examining 

phenomena. The Cheche Konnen study explained this practice common with teachers 

accustomed to working primarily with mainstream students.  

Generally, one of the main problems when we get to science is to stay off 

the subject of home explanations of the way things happen... I think that’s 

probably one of the things that I think about--getting away from folk 

beliefs or religious beliefs and replacing it with something else (Warren, et 

al., 1989, p. 12).   

It is this belief system that non-mainstream students bring flawed thinking and 

poor background experiences in need of replacement with superior perspectives provided 

by the dominant school culture that discourage students from seeing scientific inquiry as 

a component of their learner identity. This could appear in the form of the instructional 

congruence framework as the instructor explicitly explains the rules and norms of 

scientific inquiry thereby modeling to students who will assume ownership of their own 

investigations into testing ideas generated from within rather than assigned investigations 

from without (Lee & Fradd, 1998). This review of formal science instructional 

approaches is important as OST program leaders, oftentimes classroom teachers acting as 

club sponsors or paraprofessionals working within the context of a school, carry over 

teaching practices and perspectives from the curricular day.  
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SIOP Model 

For the purpose of this literature review, an examination of the Sheltered 

Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) will be conducted as a professional standard in 

K-12 education. There are various learning frameworks addressing the needs of ELLs but 

one has risen in prominence among teachers of ELLs in recent years as it categorizes 

construction of meaning into eight comprehensible components. Short et al. (2011) 

summarized Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) as “...a framework for 

teachers to present curricular content concepts to ELLs through strategies and techniques 

that make information comprehensible to the students” (p. 364). Sheltered instruction 

refers to the instruction of a content area subject (i.e. history) taught in English where the 

majority of students, if not all, are learning English as a foreign language (Short et al., 

2011). Created as the result of a seven-year study (1996—2003) funded by the U.S. 

Department of Education and commissioned through the Center for Research on 

Education, Diversity & Excellence (CREDE), SIOP was the result of a scaled 

instructional intervention utilizing a collection of 30 items coded into eight components 

necessary for deconstructing content into comprehensible means for ELLs (Echevarria et 

al., 2006). Echevarria et al. explain that those components are (a) preparation, (b) 

building background, (c) comprehensible input, (d) strategies, (e) interaction, (f) 

practice/application, (g) lesson delivery, and (h) review/assessment (2006).  

 Each of these interrelated components builds clear markers of progress for 

teachers and students alike. Building background, for example, overlaps with the 

research-based, proven strategies of accessing students’ prior knowledge and tying it to 

the introduction of new concepts. This occurs most typically in native English classes 
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between teacher and students without much planning or thought but it is a crucial first 

step in instruction with ELLs as this initial hook keeps understanding and interest from 

slipping away (Wagner, 2015). Krulatz (2014) argued that, “The SIOP model equips K—

12 (i.e. kindergarten, elementary, middle and high school) teachers with powerful tools to 

deliver high quality, meaningful, highly engaging, student-centered instruction” (p/ #). 

SIOP and science. Competing for the attention of U.S. education policymakers, 

alongside deficient S.T.E.M. achievement, are the unique learning needs of English 

Language Learners in U.S. schools. In 2013, the LEP (Limited English Proficiency) rate 

increased 80% from fewer than 14 million in 1990 to 25.1 million (Zong & Batalova, 

2015). School leaders are keenly aware that English proficiency is directly correlated to 

academic success and grade promotion (Sheng, Sheng & Anderson, 2011). These same 

leaders now see that the resulting consequence of a rapidly growing student population 

not receiving adequate responses to its needs is matched with a growth in its dropout rate 

(Sheng, Sheng & Anderson, 2011). Recent evidence has established U.S residents with 

less than proficient English skills are more likely to have lower levels of workforce 

training and live in poverty (Zong & Batalova, 2015). However, efforts to meet the 

linguistic and educational needs of ELLs have been underway since the last decade, and 

are now gaining attention and momentum with increasing evidence of success regarding 

proficiency and attrition levels.  

One of the foundational precepts of the SIOP model, which mirrors strong science 

instruction, is the planning of new objectives through meaningful and engaging activities 

(Short et al., 2011). This inquiry-based approach to language learning echoes the 

sentiment found in the 1996 National Science Education Standards that “…learning 
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science is something that students do, not something that is done to them” (National 

Research Council, p. 2). SIOP places ELL students in the driver’s seat of their own 

learning with instruction aligned to kinesthetic activities involving relevant tools and 

manipulatives aiding students to achieve common as well as individual goals. 

There are six items in the SIOP component revolving around the clear statement 

of intended student learning goals regarding both language as well as content matter. It is 

this phase of instruction that is dedicated to the assemblage of key supplementary 

materials such as visuals, models and graphs. The instructor plans for the differentiation 

of instruction through the adaptation of materials. Above all and central to the planning 

the instructor must wrap the intended learning targets within meaningful and engaging 

activities (Echevarria et al., 2006). 

There are three components that fall under the umbrella of instruction: building 

background, comprehensible input and instructional strategies. It is during the initial 

point of instruction, building background, that the instructor is explicitly linking prior 

knowledge to the presentation of new concepts. New vocabulary is introduced orally and 

in written form, and repeatedly tied to meaning through the lesson (Echevarria et al., 

2006).  

 The second component to instruction is comprehensible input. The instructor must 

modify speech, vocabulary and body language to the most appropriate level of student 

proficiency. In the case of ELLs categorized as Beginners, this may include the instructor 

avoiding idioms and figures of speech. Direct, literal language may be required facilitated 

through slower pace of speech and clear enunciation (Echevarria et al., 2006). Additional 

supports used could be demonstrations, gestures, modeling and perhaps the most 
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powerful channel of input, hands-on activities conducted by the students (Echevarria et 

al., 2006). 

 Third, both student and instructor must use instructional strategies. The instructor 

is scaffolding the learning through a variety of techniques such as stretching student 

thought through questions building upon higher-order thinking (Echevarria et al., 2006). 

Students must allow themselves ample time and opportunity to use strategies such as 

think-pair-share (TPS). TPS is a metacognitive strategy that pushes students to think 

about their thinking. As students receive a question, prompt or observation to process 

they are presented with stops at which they “examine their thinking, analyze their 

position, and explain their point of view to their classmates” (Ngozi Ibe, 2009, p. 26). 

Just as importantly, particularly as many of these learning strategies may be new not only 

to the students but the instructor, all involved in the process must allow themselves to fail 

as they learn to master these new tools.  

This component of the model promotes high frequency of interactions between 

instructor and students to engage in deeper discussion and deconstruction of the learning 

objective. An instructional adjustment heeded in this component allows for extended wait 

time on student responses. It furthers calls on the instructor to leverage peer 

communication via flexible grouping of students (Echevarria et al., 2006). Flexible 

grouping is the grouping and regrouping of students as predicated upon the aims of 

specific learning goals and student learning needs (Valentino, 2000). This piece of 

student grouping holds no restrictions toward peer communication even allowing for 

students to deconstruct meaning in a shared language other than English before rejoining 

the larger discussion in English (Echevarria et al., 2006). 
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Hands-on. An essential piece to the SIOP model is providing learners with 

relevant manipulatives with which to engage new concepts and vocabulary. It is through 

the experience of working with the realia related to the new ideas presented that facilitate 

the learner’s understanding. This experience, complete with necessary tools and objects, 

contextualizes the acquisition of new vocabulary and language mechanics for the learner 

(McDonough & McDonough, 2014). Activities must be designed to demand practice of 

the new material being presented to the learner. These activities must rotate through all 

areas of language development: writing, reading, listening and speaking (Echevarria et 

al., 2006). 

Content and language objectives must be clearly defined at the start of instruction 

and consciously supported throughout the lesson. Lessons should begin with a clear 

communication of the content and language objectives to the learners. There is a need to 

invest the learner at the onset of each lesson of the purpose for the activity(ies) she is 

expected to engage in. This explanation of purpose is the instructor’s first step in holding 

student engagement levels to 90—100% throughout the instructional period (Echevarria 

et al., 2006). 

The final element of the model revolves around checking for student 

understanding. Target objectives may be taught over multiple lessons but formative 

checks of student learning must be conducted at the end of every instructional interaction 

(i.e. class period). Such formative assessments can be delivered via group or individual 

responses, exit questions or mini-quizzes. Instructors should conduct composite reviews 

over content and language, which again involve listening, reading, writing and speaking 

(Echevarria et al., 2006). These language skills can certainly be checked in assessment of 
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content learned by being broken out over a series of formative assessments as well as 

components to a larger summative assessment. 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework of this study is built around the unintentional 

alignment of OSTEM to SIOP practices, which reinforce English acquisition: hands-on, 

practical investigations which provide opportunity for students to engage with the target 

language through listening, reading, writing and speaking. Currently, the leading 

approach to teaching English to ELLs is through the compartmentalization of language 

instruction from all other academic subjects, as it is believed that proficiency in English 

is a prerequisite for their study (Collier, 1989; Cummins, 1981; Met, 1994). This is where 

an educational paradox begins as language proficiency may take up to seven years to 

equate to native fluency level (Collier, 1989; Cummins, 1981). The end result is a steady 

drop in academic success and interest as ELLs fall further and further behind (Stoddart et 

al, 2002). This unintended juxtaposition over S.T.E.M. and language instruction is 

explored further in this section. 

Program design. The Gulf Coast Children’s Museum (GCCM) approached the 

creation of its OSTEM curriculum from the stance that the majority of the K—5 program 

participants were not receiving sufficient practical inquiry science lessons within the 

curricular day. Student learning is strongly shaped by the demands of schools meeting 

standards defined under state legislation. At the time of the program’s origination the 

emphasis of state standardized testing focused on reading, writing and mathematics skills 

development. This left science assessment, and much science instruction, to the later 
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years of elementary school thereby postponing students’ introduction to hands-on 

application of science concepts.  

OSTEM was designed for early and older elementary grade students to engage in 

practical inquiry-based science learning. Under the state and federal accountability 

systems, science is not tested until fifth grade (TEA, 2017). One impact of this 

accountability structure is that a large number of lower to middle grade elementary 

teachers being less prepared in their professional training to conduct inquiry-based, 

scientific lessons (Deniz & Ackerson, 2013).  

OSTEM has incorporated many SIOP strategies, unwittingly, into the training of 

its program instructors over the implementation of its programming with students. The 

preparation of the activities is structured to follow a logical flow by which counselors and 

students can predict the next step in the investigative process. Program trainers instruct 

counselors to build background among the students through the probing of prior 

knowledge of their life experience. Counselors receive examples and modeling over how 

to deconstruct input into comprehensible chunks for students to digest.  

The GCCM designed the curriculum and counselor training of OSTEM with the 

intent that paraprofessionals, who may or may not have any prior S.T.E.M. training, 

could deliver practical, inquiry-based lessons to mixed groups of K—5 students. This 

program design, which was intended to be as inclusive as possible, inadvertently lent 

itself to language scaffolding for ELLs. The first level of scaffolding begins in the 

preparation phase as with SIOP. 

Each OSTEM activity is focused on a clear learning goal with students accessing 

key visuals such as graphs, maps or models to underscore a concept. OSTEM curriculum 
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writers designed activities to be conducted in groups oftentimes with role assignments. 

This structure allows for high levels of peer interaction encouraging the employment of 

metacognitive techniques such as the previously listed Think-Pair-Share technique. The 

introduction of new vocabulary being presented orally and in written form is expressly 

linked to the SIOP component of building background.  

A distinctive trait of OSTEM that aligns with SIOP is wrapping the activity 

around meaningful engagement. One measure taken to assure student engagement is the 

regular introduction of new tools and materials tying into the creation of a product or an 

experience enunciating the expression of the learning objective. Such hands-on 

experiences set new and abstract vocabulary into sharp relief for deeper understanding. 

The included logic model demonstrates the intent of program designers toward 

the improvement of student achievement in mathematics and science. Also included in 

this model is the unintended path of English acquisition that is the focus of this 

investigation. Stemming from the category of outputs the number of programming hours 

has a direct correlation to the short and mid-term outcomes of increased exposure to 

English in a practical setting that in this case are the team-oriented, hands-on applications 

of the S.T.E.M. concepts being explored. These short and mid-term outcomes lead into 

the indirect long-term outcome of increased levels of English acquisition. The short and 

mid-term outcomes of increased student interest and improved attitudes toward S.T.E.M. 

fields feed into student motivation toward language-learning as children seek to make 

further connections with the material being explored. 
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Figure 1.  OSTEM Model 
 

Unintended instruction. The activity “programming with students” is the focal 

point of responsive curriculum, focused counselor training and environmental learning 

structures. It is at this point where the program’s theory of action is best exemplified. The 

cornerstone of the curriculum is the body of student activity pages. These activity pages 

are written at an upper elementary reading level and are used by the students to guide 

their exploration. Bolstering counselor training is the inclusion of counselor support 

pages included with every activity. These pages offer technical background on content as 

well as guidelines over student instruction.  

Although the curriculum and counselor training led by the OSTEM team from the 

Gulf Coast Children’s Museum are designed to supplement children’s practical S.T.E.M. 

knowledge there exist strong parallels to language learning supports used in foreign 
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language instruction. OST settings allow ELLs the opportunity for extended practice of 

language skills in a less restrictive environment than those typically found inside the 

curricular day (Maxwell-Jolly, 2011). Such an environment is exemplified in the GCCC’s 

afterschool care program where OSTEM is implemented. The preliminary component in 

the SIOP model, Preparation, correlates to the OSTEM team’s approach of keeping the 

learning relevant to student interest. Such practices in this approach include incorporating 

student suggestions for activity topics or skills development. The OSTEM prepares all 

curriculum, activity materials and training sessions to ensure the highest level of quality 

consistency across all partner sites. 

Further equivalents between SIOP and OSTEM instructional approaches emerge 

under close inspection. OSTEM lessons open with counselors eliciting students’ prior 

knowledge over the activity topic. This introductory practice is reflective of the SIOP 

component of Building Background. This connection to existing student knowledge 

actualizes learning via the socio-political perspective in framing a more complete picture 

of students’ life experiences.  

The SIOP component of relaying information through Comprehensible Input is 

evident in the OSTEM student activity pages, supplemental visual materials, instructional 

delivery as modeled in OSTEM counselor training, and through the practice of peer 

grouping. Students are practicing listening comprehension skills as they participate in the 

instructor-led discussion. Once students are focused on the activity presented to them 

they receive the activity pages, materials and are grouped. Activities are designed for 

students to learn collaboratively. They are assigned roles and use the activity pages to 

guide their exploration. As students conduct the activity they are reminded by counselors 
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to record their observations and findings in their OSTEM journal. This design component 

of the program unintentionally reflects the large body of research supporting interactions 

with peers and text as important factors to ELL motivation in developing English fluency 

(Meltzer & Hamann, 2004). 

In the course of the activity, students are receiving Comprehensible Input (SIOP) 

by listening to the target vocabulary and grammatical structures from their counselor and 

peers. Students reading the activity pages to guide their next steps demonstrate 

Interaction with the language, which is also foundational SIOP component. Finally, the 

component of Practice/Application from the SIOP model is exhibited by students 

producing verbally with their counselors and peers, and in graphical/written terms in their 

journal. Snow and Katz (2010) explained how language production, either in its spoken 

or written form, necessitates the user to make grammatical and lexical choices thereby 

improving correctness of usage and proficiency. 

OSTEM was designed to offer underserved elementary students with hands-on 

opportunities to explore S.T.E.M. concepts in the low-pressure environment of out-of-

school time. Program designers shaped the experience to model effective, enjoyable 

S.T.E.M. learning. Yet in so doing designers may have inadvertently built in language 

supports desired and needed by ELLs in their development of academic English. Program 

leaders may consider manufacturing the language supports to become more pronounced 

if evidence is found to support the English development of OSTEM’s ELL participants.  

 

 



 

 

Chapter III 

Research Method 

Purpose of this Study 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the degree to which an OST 

S.T.E.M. program supports the English language acquisition of third through fifth grade 

English Language Learners in one large urban school district in Texas. The study 

measured what connection, if any, this treatment has with students’ English language 

acquisition. This study focused on the afterschool program, OSTEM, and its collaborative 

partnership between Large Gulf Coast Independent School District, the Gulf Coast 

Children’s Museum and Gulf Coast Community Center. This study stretched the previous 

boundaries of evaluation regarding OSTEM’s primary purpose of S.T.E.M. instruction, 

investigating the program’s secondary effects of language acquisition among its ELL 

participants.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The purpose of OST evaluation, 

reviewing existing research on OSTEM, appropriate evaluation, research questions and 

design, outlining the investigation with participants, variables and the measures of those 

variables. Validity and reliability of instrumentation are discussed regarding the 

assessments measuring students’ academic English achievement. The planned analysis is 

reviewed respecting the data used and the statistical tests applied. Finally, study 

limitations are assessed and balanced against the study’s significance. 

Purpose of Evaluation 

There are many purposes to evaluating OST programs: constant improvement of 

quality, informing of stakeholders and validation of value of participant experience 
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(National Research Council, 2015). Evaluation can come in many forms spanning across 

the entire methodological selection provided by social science and educational research 

(National Research Council, 2015). OST program evaluations, in practice, are as varied 

as their budgets. While smaller programs may hold internal cyclical reviews engaging 

quantitative analysis through the use of data collection instruments other deeper funded 

programs may engage external teams involving longitudinal mixed method data 

collection and analysis with access to control variables to use for comparative model 

studies. 

 The National Research Council of the National Academies formed the Committee 

on Successful Out-of-School STEM, which established three essential elements to 

productive design of evaluation outcomes (National Research Council, 2015). First, the 

design of the OST program must be carefully considered. For whom was this program 

designed? What need is the program designed to meet? What resources does the program 

have to fulfill its mission? Second, what are the parameters of the larger policy 

environment in which the program operates (National Research Council, 2015)? Are 

there barriers by which the program is directly, or indirectly, hindered? Do the program 

leaders have authority to shape policy which affects their program, and if so, to what 

degree? 

 In response to the first the Committee’s first essential element, the GCCM 

answers the question regarding for whom was OSTEM designed. OSTEM was designed 

to supplement inquiry-based S.T.E.M. learning for underserved children in grades K—5. 

Now in its fifth year of operation, OSTEM has grown from 32 afterschool care sites 

within the GCCC’s regional network to over 120 sites. 
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Existing OSTEM Research 

Existing internal evaluations suggest that OSTEM is meeting the need for which it 

was designed. As part of ongoing internal evaluations, OSTEM also makes continuous 

checks over its resource inventory to ensure it continues to meet the need of relevant, 

practical S.T.E.M. investigation practices. In its fourth year of programming, OSTEM 

was internally evaluated showing a 16% increase in S.T.E.M. achievement among its 

participants as opposed to a 6% increase made by non-participants (GCCM, 2015). 

Moreover, achievement level increases over non-participants were observed in all three 

subcategories: math (33%), science (15%) and vocabulary (25%) (GCCM, 2015). Gulf 

Coast Children’s Museum, the designer and trainer of the OSTEM curriculum, annually 

prepares a pre/post survey instrument administered to program participants in grades 3—

5. The pre-survey is administered at the start of programming in mid-October over the 

upcoming curriculum units. The same survey is administered after 28 weeks of 

programming to those participants who have remained in the OST program from the start. 

The survey is a multi-grade level composite of test items curated from state standardized 

science and math assessments from around the country. The museum holds that the 

survey instrument carries an inherent degree of validity and reliability in that the test 

items originate from assessments constructed by educational testing agencies vetted by 

state education agencies (K. Sturgis, personal communication, April 4, 2016). These 

assessments are in turn rated on validity and reliability internally.  

Right time, right evaluation. Third, applying a broad view of appropriate 

evaluative methods afforded at the time and place of evaluation (National Research 

Council, 2015). Programs at varying stages of development and maturity require different 
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methods of evaluation. The evaluation goals must be aligned to the method used. For 

instance, evaluation of nascent programs may be best served focusing on the program’s 

“design and implementation with an emphasis on formative feedback from participants 

about the program pedagogy and content” (National Research Council, p. 32, 2015). In 

contrast, a more mature program may benefit from an evaluative approach focusing on 

participant outcomes at the individual level, which could be performed with a formal 

summative assessment tool (National Research Council, 2015). Further study could be 

made with comparative evaluation of similar programs serving similar populations in 

examination of a specific program’s strengths and weaknesses (National Research 

Council, 2015). 

 After steady growth in the region over the last five years, OSTEM is poised for 

national expansion. In 2016, the GCCM, the creator of OSTEM, partnered with NISE 

(National Informal STEM Education) Network to submit a NSF (National Science 

Foundation) grant. If awarded, the grant would facilitate the training of OST counselors 

in three additional states over the OSTEM approach to curriculum-building, managing 

community relationships, and bolstering student curiosity and exploration in the S.T.E.M. 

fields.4 OSTEM has matured to a point where multiple layers of evaluation would 

provide deeper levels of understanding about the true impact of this program on student 

learning as it relates to S.T.E.M. and other areas of child development such as language 

acquisition. 

                                                 

4 Proposal to the NSF was rejected upon conclusion of the study. 
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Much of the body of research on out-of-school programming is focused on 

outcomes (Palmer, Anderson & Sabatelli, 2009). Outcomes speak directly to program 

effectiveness and ring loudest in the ears of the underwriters of these programs. However, 

Palmer et al. (2009) argue that evaluating programming through the lens of narrow 

outcomes such as academic progress alone ignores the greater scope of opportunity for 

“relevant developmental tasks” that children must experience (p. 2). OST settings bridge 

opportunity gaps for children developing awareness as participants in social settings in 

the home to peer settings outside of the home. OST settings differ from formal school 

settings in this aspect in that they typically place more emphasis on peer socialization 

than traditional classroom settings. 

It is in the OST setting where ELLs are given the greatest level of permission to 

make mistakes regarding language use. Adult and student ratios are usually not as strictly 

regulated as curricular classrooms thereby producing an emphasis, whether intentional or 

not, on greater peer socialization. Characteristically, younger children will place more 

attention on meaning rather than form, which frees the ELL to engage in greater risk with 

language production.  

Research Questions  

The guiding questions of this study are designed to investigate whether, and to 

what extent, the Out of School Time S.T.E.M. (science, technology, engineering and 

math) K—5 program (OSTEM) enhances English Language Learners’ acquisition of 

English. The two research questions were examined through the lens of paralleled 

matches between OSTEM’s curriculum structure, student engagement practices and the 

SIOP model’s instructional underpinnings. 
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1. To what extent does hosting the OSTEM program affect schools’ English 

language proficiency among their English Language Learners? 

2. Is there is a difference in the progress of English language acquisition 

between those schools that hosted the OSTEM program and similar schools 

that did not host the OSTEM program? 

Research Design 

This is a quasi-experimental, longitudinal study spanning from 2014—2017 

that used student achievement data to compare the English language proficiency of 

ELL students from schools hosting OSTEM to that of a matched sample of non-

participant schools and measured change in English language proficiency for 

students at schools hosting OSTEM. To achieve this purpose, chi-square tests of 

independence were conducted to 1) Measure to what extent hosting the OSTEM 

program affects schools’ English language proficiency among their English Language 

Learners, and 2) Determine if there is a difference in the progress of English language 

acquisition between those schools that hosted the OSTEM program and similar schools 

that did not host the OSTEM program. Assumptions and checks of these tests are 

explained in detail further in this chapter.  

Sample sets. A convenience sample of schools with ELL students in third 

through fifth grade was reviewed from twenty campuses across Large Gulf Coast 

Independent School District. Twenty elementary campuses were selected to participate in 

the study with ten serving as “Treatment” schools where OSTEM has run for the last 

three consecutive years and ten “Comparison” schools that had no experience with 

OSTEM. These campuses are all traditional elementary school campuses; there was no 
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inclusion of district charter schools. Study participants were third, fourth and fifth grade 

students identified by the school district as English Language Learners. The study 

included participants who had two and three consecutive years of exposure to the 

treatment.  

As student achievement data was provided directly from Large Gulf Coast School 

District cases were comparably matched. However, in an attempt to be completely 

thorough the principal investigator of this study conducted Propensity Score Matching 

(PSM) tests over each year of data being reviewed. A linear regression was run 

positioning the sample sets (treatment and comparison) as the dependent variable with the 

covariates set as the independent variables. A matching design was used to match 

participants in the treatment group to non-participants in a comparison group. This 

study selected twenty schools and their students for the comparison and treatment 

groups in order to minimize differences between the two groups. PSM established 

the baseline of covariates in assigning participants into their respective groups to 

mimic a quasi-experimental design. PSM is not a perfect fix to the lack of 

randomization, however, and King and Nielsen (2016) warned that PSM can 

“increases imbalance, inefficiency, model dependence, research discretion, and 

statistical bias at some point in both real data and in data generated to meet the 

requirements of PSM theory” (p. 1). King and Nielsen (2016) argued that the more 

balanced the data appears to become through “pruning some observations through 

matching” the greater the risk of PSM degrading inferences, a phenomenon they 

have dubbed as PSM paradox (p. 1). 
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The following campus-level covariates were included in the estimation of the 

propensity score to achieve a high level of accuracy in the creation of a comparison 

group: percentage of students receiving federally subsidized or free lunch, school 

enrollment, student ethnicity, percentage of Special Education enrollment, percentage of 

students categorized as At-Risk and English Language Learner enrollment. These 

identifiers were selected to match case and control schools as closely as possible. A 

summary of the study covariates for the propensity score matching can be found in Table 

1. It should be noted that many in and outside of the field of education use the term “At-

Risk” broadly. The context in which federal and state agencies define At-Risk categories 

loosely encompasses a wide set of student characteristics. Falling within that context are 

low family income levels and languages other than English being the primary language of 

the home (Abbot, 2014). 

Table 1 
Summary of Covariates for Treatment and Comparison Groups 
Groups Measures Data 

source 
Treatment 
exposure  
2--3 yrs. 

% Economically Disadvantaged enrollment 
 

TEA 

Student Enrollment 
 

TEA 

% African American, Latino, White, and Asian, 
2014-15, 15/16, 16/17 average 
 

TEA 

% Special Education, 2014-15, 15/16, 16/17 average 
 

TEA 

% Students categorized as At-Risk, 2014-15, 15/16, 
16/17 average 
 
% ELL, 2014-15, 15/16, 16/17 average 
 

TEA  
 
 

TEA 

 
Note. Adapted from “Organizational stability and school performance” by V. Snodgrass 
Rangel, 2011. 
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 In the case of the first year, 2014-15, four covariates of six were acceptably 

matched (or 66% matched) with the Special Education (SPED), English Language 

Learners (ELL) and At-Risk populations showing significant differences between 

treatment and comparison groups. The SPED populations measured a significant 

difference at p=0.042 with the ELL populations measuring a difference of p=0.009 and 

the At-Risk populations measuring p=0.013. Study’s value of accepted error of margin is 

p<0.05.  

 The second year under review, 2015-16, demonstrated comparable matches along 

five of the six covariates (or 83% matched) with the categories of student enrollment and 

the At-Risk population demonstrating significant differences. The student enrollments 

measured a difference of p=0.030 while the At-Risk population measured p=0.021. The 

third and final year, 2016-17, also demonstrated a match of five out six covariates (83% 

matched) with the significant differences between the treatment and comparison groups 

existing in student enrollment at a difference of p=0.027 and English Language Learners 

populations at p=0.011.   

Related to the TELPAS categories are STAAR ELL progress measures from 

which student achievement data was pulled and analyzed across the three years under 

review. The STAAR ELA assessment yields scaled scores from which data for the ELL 

progress measures are constructed by TEA. The ELL progress measures provide 

comparative annual performance expectations of the STAAR content exam (TEA, 2016). 

The ELL progress measures were constructed by TEA to account for the time necessary 

to acquire English proficiency and demonstrate academic skills on grade level (TEA, 
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2016). Specifically, “the measure provides information to parents and teachers about the 

progress students have made even if they have not yet achieved Level II: Satisfactory 

Academic Performance” (TEA, 2016, p. 1). Progress measures are calculated based on 

the number of years students are enrolled in U.S. schools and their categorical TELPAS 

measure from their first administration (TEA, 2016). The STAAR progress measures 

categories are “Did Not Meet Progress”, “Met Progress” and “Exceeded Progress” (TEA, 

2016). It is important to note that the reason the STAAR Reading assessment is used as 

opposed to the more closely related STAAR Science assessment is that the STAAR 

Science assessment is not conducted until the fifth grade. This late and singular 

administration does not provide as much data for review as the Reading assessment 

which is administered very year from third through fifth grade nor is its primary aim to 

assess students’ proficiency with academic English.  

Organization of Progress Measures 

 Student progress measures from the two assessments (TELPAS and STAAR 

Reading) were inputted into SPSS v.24 with a chi-square test of independence run for 

each year under review. Campuses that had ELLs participating in OSTEM for the last 

three consecutive years were labeled as “treatment”. Campuses not hosting OSTEM were 

labeled as “comparison” (Comparison=0, Treatment=1). Both assessments categorize 

data into four classifications. Those four classifications were collapsed, and renamed, into 

three categories for the purpose of this study as there were two instances across two years 

where there were less than 5 cases (the minimum number required to meet the threshold 

of a chi-square test of independence) recorded in the Advanced High category. Students 

demonstrating beginning or limited levels of proficiency were categorized as “No 
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Progress”. Students demonstrating intermediate or expected levels of proficiency were 

categorized as “Progress I”. Students demonstrating levels of proficiency marked as 

accelerated and advanced, or advanced high were grouped together as “Progress II.” The 

combining of accelerated, and advanced, as well as advanced high scores into a single 

category was motivated by the lower than needed samplings across two years in the 

advanced high category as required for reporting for the chi-square test.  

Variables. The key independent variable of this study is exposure to the OSTEM 

treatment of ELL students. The treatment group is constructed of students participating in 

OSTEM for two to three consecutive years. The dependent variables of this study are the 

English language proficiency categories derived from the TELPAS and STAAR ELA 

progress measures. 

Sample Differences 

Year one. This section is intended to paint a more accurate picture of the subjects 

from which the achievement data was pulled. Independent Samples t-tests were 

conducted for each year of data under review. In 2014-15, there were three contrasting 

covariates: SPED population, ELL population and the At-Risk population. Apart from 

these three student categories, the remaining covariates matched comparatively well. 

Detailed report of the covariate means and standard deviations can be found in Table 4 

with explanation of the three contrasting covariates following. In comparing the 

comparison school’s SPED population (M=6, SD=0.527) and the treatment school’s 

population (M=7, SD= 1.49), there was a statistically significant difference [t(17)=1.40, 

p=0.044] such that the treatment schools, on average, had a proportionally larger SPED 

population. 
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 The comparison schools’ ELL population (M=63, SD=13.68) also was 

significantly different from the treatment schools’ ELL population (M=41, SD=16.97) 

[t(17)=3.11, p=0.006], such that the treatment schools had a lower ELL population on 

average. Finally, the comparison schools’ At-risk population (M=85, SD=7.36) was 

significantly different from the treatment schools’ At-Risk population (M=77, SD=5.95) 

[t(17)=2.85, p=0.011] such that the treatment schools, on average, had a lower At-Risk 

population. 

Table 2 
2014-15 Covariates 
Variable 2014-15 

 

 
Comparison Treatment Overall 

 Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

 

Enrollment 829 154.90 680 215.43 1,509 

Eco. Disadvantaged 88 6.72 81 14.88 85 

SPED 6 0.53 7 1.49 7 

African-Am. 10 12.18 14 26.26 12 

Hispanic 86 12.71 80 28.70 83 

White 2 1.23 5 11.69 4 

Asian 1 1.27 1 0.82 1 

ELL 63 13.68 41 16.97 52 

At-Risk 85 7.36 77 5.95 81 
 

Year two. For 2015-16, two student categories contrasted on a significant level, 

student enrollment and the At-Risk population, leaving the sample set largely matched 

along five covariates. The comparison schools’ enrollment (M=843, SD=142.15) was 

significantly higher than the treatment schools’ enrollment (M=658, SD=203.66) 
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[t(18)=2.36, p=0.03]. The comparison schools’ At-Risk population (M=77, SD=8.27) 

was significantly higher on average than the treatment schools’ At-Risk population 

(M=67, SD=9.47) [t(18)=2.57, p=0.019]. 

Table 3 
2015-16 Covariates 
Variable 2015-16 

 

 
Comparison Treatment Overall 

 Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

 

Enrollment    843 142.15      658    203.66   1,501 

Eco. Disadvantaged 92 4.19     83  15.73 88 

SPED 19 27.63       7 2.01 13 

African-Am. 11 12.71     14  26.82 13 

Hispanic 86 13.23     80 29.81 83 

White 2 1.10      5 11.65 4 

Asian 1  1.41      1 1.52 1 

ELL 55 22.56    34 24.36 45 

At-Risk 77 8.27    67 9.47 72 
 

 

Year three. For 2016-17, two student categories contrasted on a significant level, 

student enrollment and the ELL population, leaving the sample set, once again, largely 

matched along five covariates. The comparison schools’ enrollment (M=848, 

SD=138.35) was significantly higher than the treatment schools’ enrollment (M=664, 

SD=196.14) [t(18)=2.42, p=0.03]. The comparison schools’ ELL population (M=62, 

SD=12.99) was significantly higher than the treatment schools’ ELL population (M=42, 

SD=17.82) [t(18)=2.93, p=0.009]. 
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Table 4 
 2016-17 Covariates 
Variable 2016-17 

 

 
Comparison Treatment Overall 

 Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

 

Enrollment    848  138.35     664   196.14  1,512 

Eco. Disadvantaged 93 4.50     84 19.29 89 

SPED 5 0.82      6 1.78 6 

African-Am. 11  12.36    14 26.08 13 

Hispanic 86  13.00    79 29.40 83 

White 2  0.97     5 12.00 4 

Asian 1 1.89     1  1.85 1 

ELL 62  12.99   42 17.82 52 

At-Risk * * * * * 

*Not available at time of study 

 

Instrumentation 

TELPAS. In an effort to measure ELL acquisition of English the state of Texas 

developed the Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS). The 

TELPAS was “designed to meet state and federal testing requirements” in the areas of 

listening, speaking, reading & writing (TEA, p. 1, 2015). Students may begin testing as 

soon as Kindergarten and continue until a language proficiency assessment committee 

(LPAC) determines that identified levels of proficiency have been reached satisfactorily 

by the student (TEA, p.1, 2015). This study used TELPAS as a primary support in 

collecting data that determined the proportional growth at which study participants 

reached higher levels of English proficiency. 
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Reliability. According to TEA, “the concept of reliability is based on the idea that 

repeated administrations of the same test should generate consistent results about student 

performance” (TEA, 2011, p. 175). The Texas Education Agency (TEA) conducts 

reliability evaluations of the TELPAS through an audit system using a composite of 

multiple analyses: internal consistency, classical standard error of measurement, 

conditional standard error of measurement, classification accuracy and interrater 

reliability (TEA, 2011).  

Internal consistency is defined by TEA as the measure of consistency by which 

students respond to test items on the instrument (2011). The Kuder-Richardson Formula 

20 (KR20) is utilized in measuring the reliability estimates of TELPAS. Reliability 

estimates are categorized within the following ranges: 0.70--0.79 adequate, 0.80--0.89 

good, and 0.90 and greater excellent (TEA, 2011). The latest audit conducted in 2015 saw 

KR20 scores of over 0.90 for grades 2—5 (TEA, 2015). These grade levels fell within the 

target range of the TELPAS scores considered in this study. 

Classification accuracy estimates the degree to which students are categorized in 

performance groups such as Beginner, Intermediate or Advanced based on most recent 

test results. TEA reported the 2015 classification accuracy degree for the targeted grade 

levels of this study at 81—82%. The process of interrating requires a second evaluator to 

independently rate samples of students. TEA conducts interrater reliability studies 

periodically. Although no interrater reliability studies were led in 2015, the composite 

reliability score for the 2015 TELPAS was rated at 0.91 on a scale of 1.00 (TEA, 2015).  

Reliability estimates are drawn from all areas of the TELPAS: reading, writing, 

listening and speaking. High consistency of reliability in the area of reading coupled with 
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high interrater reliability estimates in writing emphasized with the heavy weight assigned 

to these areas affirms TEA’s confidence in the overall reliability of the TELPAS as a 

reliable instrument in the generation of consistent testing results. 

Validity. “Validity refers to the extent a test measures what it is intended to 

measure” (TEA, 2015). TEA has collected evidence of the validity of the TELPAS in all 

its domains since the 2003—2004 administration (TEA, 2015). This evidence is broadly 

drawn from test content, response processes, internal structure, relationships to other 

variables and consequences of testing. TELPAS measures student achievement along the 

proficiency level descriptors (PLDs) as defined by the state adopted English Language 

Proficiency Standards (ELPS). 

 TELPAS progress measures. The process by which the TELPAS is designed 

follows the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing as jointly developed by 

the American Educational Research Association (AERA), American Psychological 

Association (APA) and the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME). 

The TELPAS reading section is scaled to four measures (levels): Beginning, 

Intermediate, Advanced and Advanced High (TEA, 2015). Student growth is determined 

along the 4-part scale through the gradual reduction of linguistic supports. As TEA 

explains in its Technical Digest 2014—2015, “The levels of linguistic support are 

integrally related to the four proficiency levels assessed, as each proficiency level 

described in the ELPS is characterized by the degree of linguistic accommodation that 

students at that level need to read and understand English” (p. 178).  

 Each reading skill category of each progress measure requires a specified number 

of test items. These reading sections, or reporting categories, inform assessors of 
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students’ analytical reading skills and comprehension (TEA, 2015). TEA argues that this 

test design supports the content validity of the TELPAS as there are staged linguistic 

accommodations fixed within the instrument that are supported by “second language 

acquisition theory and empirical data as it measures the ELPS-aligned reading skills” 

(TEA, p. 178, 2015). Annually TEA field-tests new test items in the question-answer and 

cloze (fill-in-the-blank) sections. Each test item is reviewed for format, difficulty, item-

point biserial correlation and differential item function. 

 Holistic assessments. Apart from the reading skill category reports, there exist 

holistically rated components of the TELPAS, which involve rolling observations 

through the school year of student growth regarding academic English acquisition. These 

holistic assessments allow for measurement of ELPS via cross-curricular settings using 

the PLDs as assessment rubrics. The assessments are made through the collection and 

analysis of student writing samples, classroom observations and daily interactions (TEA, 

2015). This yearlong assessment approach allows for a closer measure of growth 

diminishing the effect of any anomalies occurring over a short window of testing. More 

attention is paid to the TELPAS over the STAAR ELA Reading assessment in this study, 

as TELPAS is a holistic assessment with more components requiring deeper explanation 

than the summative format of STAAR.  

 Supporting the validity of these holistic assessment measures are the training and 

calibration of campus-based personnel involved in the TELPAS administration. 

Supportive training is provided to raters who fail to calibrate within their first two 

attempts so as to clarify any misunderstandings over the use of the rating rubric and 

improve their rating accuracy (TEA, 2015). TEA conducts periodic district audits over 
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the “training, administration and scoring of the holistically rated assessments” (TEA, 

2015). These audits include collection of documentation over the listening and speaking 

domains from selected schools to ensure procedural conformity with the last audit over 

these two domains occurring in 2011. Expert raters are involved in the writing audits by 

conducting second ratings of student samples. Campus-based personnel from selected 

schools inform TEA of their knowledge over testing procedures via questionnaires. The 

last writing audit was conducted in 2013 (TEA, 2015). 

 Relationships. Relationships among external measures are analyzed in attempt to 

further validate the content and design of the instrument. In 2015, TEA analyzed the 

relationship between the 2015 TELPAS reading performance and the 2015 State of Texas 

Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) reading performance (English version) 

for Grades 3--8. To contrast these two assessments one must remember that TELPAS is 

designed to assess the ability of ELL students to comprehend written English and to what 

degree they can meaningfully engage with academic content. The STAAR Reading exam 

is designed for the native English speaker and is measuring student ability in applying 

“literary and analytical skills” as defined by the grade level English Language Arts 

(ELA) standard (TEA, p. 182). At surface review, the facile conclusion can be drawn that 

ELLs should not perform well on the STAAR Reading exam. Deeper analysis revealed 

that as ELL students rose in TELPAS proficiency level so did the average STAAR score 

in that grade level (TEA, 2015). A school’s overall passing rate for STAAR Reading rise 

as greater gains are made in TELPAS proficiency levels (TEA, 2015). 

STAAR Reading. The Texas Education Agency has taken steps to ensure that the 

STAAR assessment is both valid and reliable. Human Resources Research Organization 
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(HumRRO) in late April of 2016 published an independent evaluation over the validity 

and reliability of STAAR assessments grades 3—8 by (HumRRO, 2016). This 

independent evaluation consisted of three tasks to establish the empirical evidence 

necessary to conclude the validity of the STAAR scores and the projected reliability of 

the assessments (HumRRO, 2016). For the first task, HumRRO identified evidence that 

aligned the assessment’s aim to measure the very knowledge and skills for which it was 

designed to measure. The second task focused on determining evidence of the STAAR 

assessment’s reliability and standard error of measurement. The third task focused on the 

documentation over the construction of the assessment and scoring practices (HumRRO, 

2016). 

 The STAAR Reading assessments for grades 3—5 are based on three categories: 

Understanding/Analysis across Genres, Understanding Analysis of Literary Texts and 

Understanding/Analysis of Informational Texts (HumRRO, 2016). Test items are 

individually rated over their alignment to Readiness Standards and Supporting Standards. 

The Grade 3 STAAR Reading assessment received an overall average of 86% alignment 

to Readiness and Supporting standards across the aforementioned three categories. The 

Grade 4 STAAR Reading assessment received an overall rating of 92% while the Grade 5 

STAAR Reading assessment received a rating of 89% (HumRRO, 2016). 

 STAAR progress measures. STAAR progress measures function as an assessment 

support in evaluating the ELL’s growth in English proficiency as the STAAR instrument 

is originally designed to evaluate native English-speaking student progress in mastering 

certain skills (TEA, 2016). In determining if a student should receive a STAAR progress 

measure, the following criteria must be met: holds valid STAAR scores from last year 
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and this year in the content area tested, has taken the last year’s and this year’s STAAR 

Reading test in the same language (i.e. two consecutive years of English or two 

consecutive years of Spanish) and has taken a STAAR, STAAR L, or STAAR A test in 

the previous year and a STAAR, STAAR L, or STAAR A test in the current year.  

The second step in computing a progress measure is determining the following 

information across two consecutive years for the student: grade level, content area, test 

language (must be consistent across the two years under review), scale score, raw score, 

performance level (Level I, Level II, or Level III) based on the performance standards in 

place in the current year (TEA, 2016). Then, a gain score is reached by subtracting the 

previous year scale score from the current year scale score (TEA, 2016).  

 The third, and final, step of the STAAR progress measure categorizes student 

English growth at “Did Not Meet Progress”, “Met Progress” and “Exceeded Progress” 

(TEA, 2016). Progress is first calculated by reviewing the raw score. If the raw score 

stands within two points of the maximum score, then student progress is categorized as, 

“Exceeded Progress” (TEA, 2016). If the student’s gain score achieves “Level III 

performance on the current-year test (based on the standards in place in the current year)” 

then student progress is categorized as “Met Progress” (TEA, 2016). If the student’s gain 

score is less than, or equal to, Level I or II performance then student progress is measured 

as “Did Not Meet Expectation” (TEA, 2016). Performance level descriptors describe 

student progress over precise knowledge and skills with Level I indicating 

“Unsatisfactory Academic Performance”, Level II indicating “Satisfactory Academic 

Performance” and Level III indicating “Advanced Academic Performance” (TEA, 2013, 

p. 1). 
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Caution of intent. Finally, TEA extends the review of the scope of validity over 

TELPAS through the lens of consequential validity. There are the intended and 

unintended results of administering an assessment (Messick, 1980; Shepard 1997). 

Intended effects as outlined by Lane and Stone (2002) can be increased student 

motivation, reflexive changes to curriculum and instructional practices and/ or responses 

to the conscious design of teacher professional development. Lane and Stone (2002) also 

caution of the unintended consequences such as the narrowing of curriculum to what will 

be assessed, use of unethical test preparation materials and/ or inappropriate use of scores 

by administrators.  

 TEA argues that the unintended consequence of the TELPAS teacher training 

process, rater calibration and ongoing holistic approach to assessment raises student 

language acquisition levels. This is accomplished by molding instructors’ views over the 

purpose and use of formative and summative assessments. Additional effects are English 

language instructors perceiving how students are being exposed to language across 

multiple content areas, adjusting instruction in response and assessing appropriately 

within reasonable time periods. 

Plan of Analysis  

To answer the first research question of this study, a series of chi-square tests was 

conducted. A chi-square test of independence defines how likely a distribution is due to 

random chance. Using independent variables, the chi-square test ascertained whether 

there is any connection between treatment exposure and students’ level of English 

acquisition. In answering research question one, two independent chi-square tests of 

independence were conducted. The first compared progress measures (categorical scores) 
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from the TELPAS by year (Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3). The second compared STAAR 

Reading progress measures by year (Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3). The chi-square tests 

utilized saw if group membership (treatment vs. comparison) was related with 

proficiency level. This question investigated English acquisition through absolute levels 

of progression. 

Before beginning the analysis, the assumptions for the chi square test of 

independence were tested. The assumption for the chi-square test for the class of 4x4 

tables used in this study is that the chi-square distribution provides an adequate 

approximation to the Pearson’s chi-square sampling distribution when the null hypothesis 

proves true and all observations are independent of one another (Weaver, 2017) and “no 

more than 20% of the expected counts are less than 5 and all individual expected counts 

are l or greater” (Yates, Moore & McCabe, 1999, p. 734). 

To answer research question two, student progress across proficiency categories 

was compared. Specifically, the proportions of students in each progress category from 

the treatment and comparison schools were compared and described. Data from each of 

the three years under review were placed and reviewed in a 4x4 contingency table 

grouping study participants in a “Treatment” group and a “Comparison” group. This 

study measured English acquisition by the number of participants progressing from one 

TELPAS category to another (i.e. Beginner to Intermediate). English acquisition was 

categorized as “No Progress”, “Progress I” and “Progress II”.  

Tables 5 and 6 depict the possible categories that students could fall into at the 

end of the three-year time period being considered. Table 2 illustrates the progress of 

study participants by using TELPAS as a measure. Table 3 effects the same measurement 
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using STAAR progress levels. Students in cells A, B, and C were enrolled in schools that 

hosted OSTEM but exhibited the following differences: Those in cell A had not made 

any progress in terms of their English language acquisition during that time period; 

students in cell B had progressed a total of one level during that time; and, finally, 

students in cell C had progressed a total of two levels during that same time period. Cells 

D—F illustrate the percentages of students from OSTEM schools that fall into those 

respective columns of progress measures. Students in cells G--I are from the comparison 

group which is constructed from schools that did not host OSTEM at any point. What 

differentiates them is that students in cell G did not make any progress in terms of their 

English language acquisition during that time period; students in cell H progressed a total 

of one level during that time; and, finally, students in cell I progressed a total of two 

levels during that same time period. Cells J—L illustrate the percentages of students from 

schools that did not host OSTEM which are categorized into their respective columns of 

progress measures. The chi-square test of independence places students in the appropriate 

cell and tests whether there is a connection between their schools hosting OSTEM and 

the progress they have made in acquiring English. A limitation of this approach is that 

students who have started with high levels of English have little progress to make and 

therefore would be in a group that reflects their level of growth and not their absolute 

level.  
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Table 5 
Example of TELPAS Progress Measures  
TELPAS  No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 

Participation  

count 

A B C 

% within Treatment D E F 

OSTEM non-

participation 

count 

G H I 

% within 

Comparison 

J K L 

 

Table 6 
Example of STAAR Progress Measures 
STAAR  No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 

Participation  

count 

A B C 

% within Treatment D E F 

OSTEM non-

participation 

count 

G H I 

% within 

Comparison 

J K L 

 

Progress was defined by the proportion of English Language Learners advancing 

from one category of proficiency to the next within the context of the same year 

assessment and same year. In other words, the proportion of ELL students from OSTEM 

schools was directly compared to the proportion of ELL students from non-OSTEM 
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schools through their movement from one category to the next succeeding (i.e. 

Intermediate to Advanced). However, progress between categories was not always 

measured in positive gains. There were some testing administrations, such as the 2014-15 

STAAR Reading that saw greater student proportions clustered in lower ranked 

categories such as No Progress than in other years. Consequently, some instances of 

advancement were measured as smaller negative gaps between categories, hereafter 

referred to simply as gaps. For example, the 2014-15 STAAR Reading assessment 

recorded the highest proportion of students from both treatment and comparison groups 

resting evenly in the No Progress category, with smaller student proportions reaching the 

next higher category of Progress I, and even smaller proportions reaching Progress II. In 

those cases, progress was measured according to which group had the smaller gap.  

This analysis accounted for participants moving across multiple categories in one 

year’s time (i.e. Intermediate to Advanced High). Data were organized in a 4x4 table 

denoting a “% within Treatment” group and a “% within Comparison” group with 

categorical progression identified as “No Progress”, “Progress I” and “Progress II”.  

For both tests, the effect size was measured against a value of 0.05 through the 

use of both phi and Cramer’s V, which measure […]. An effect size of p≤0.05 

significance will be attributed to English language development through extended 

participation in OSTEM as balanced against the comparison group to determine what 

correlation, if any, exists between OSTEM participation and increased levels of English 

acquisition.  

TEA determines if learners fail to meet, meet or exceed English language 

progress measures with three criteria: ELL progress measure plan, current number of 
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years in U.S. schools and STAAR scale score (TEA, 2017). Progress measure plans are 

determined by the number of years in U.S. schools combined with the TELPAS 

composite proficiency level and consideration of any extenuating circumstances (TEA, 

2017). Finally, the progress measure plan is factored with the number of years in U.S. 

schools and STAAR scale score to determine English proficiency progress.  

Limitations 

 This study has several limitations, as do most investigations. These limitations 

primarily are due to the way the program is implemented. OSTEM currently operates 

across multiple school districts in a large urban setting and therefore using random 

assignment of participants for this study is not feasible. Instead, a convenience sampling 

strategy was used even though this may have introduced bias into the study. Furthermore, 

due to the study’s limited resources, only achievement data at the school-level 

rather than the student-level could be analyzed. This limitation resulted in the 

analysis of achievement data of all ELL students at a specific school but not the 

analysis of individual ELL student progress. Ultimately, this would mean that this 

study was unable to track the annual development of English of specific students 

who enrolled in OSTEM.   

Another important limitation to this study is that the progress of English 

acquisition was measured against the treatment and comparison groups within the context 

of each assessment and year. Although this measurement over the proportion of progress 

is an approximation it aligns more closely with the variability of the assessments given 

within each year. State education agencies frequently adjust the rigor of state assessments 

which in turn affects student progression from one category of proficiency to the next as 
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measured year from year. Therefore comparing the progress from one year to the next 

with assessment tools that hold varying levels of rigor does not provide accurate outputs. 

The subsequent comparisons in this study should be viewed within the context of the 

years the assessments were administered.   

Moreover, no measure was taken to account for the variability of instruction 

of multiple afterschool sites programming OSTEM. Student activity sheets are 

provided in English and Spanish so Spanish-literate children may opt to work from 

the latter documents; no means will be taken to ensure that students are conducting 

their activities entirely in English or at all. This is a limitation because for those 

students who choose to work in Spanish the OST program may not, as a result, 

improve their English language proficiency as much as it might for students who 

choose to work in English. The research design is not able to differentiate between 

those two groups of students. 

Additional limitations include participant self-selection, student attrition, lack of 

fine-grained implementation data and as no multi-level analysis is being conducted 

standard errors are expected to be biased. In the context of this study, student self-

selection may be a problem because the parents of the participants in the treatment group 

may be more motivated for their children to enrich their academic learning than parents 

who do not enroll their students in the OST program. Although many of the parents from 

the campuses participating in the study have limited choices regarding afterschool care 

they, nonetheless, have choices. Enrollment in the Gulf Coast Community Center 

afterschool care is provided on a sliding fee based on family income. Although many 

enrolled families are paying much less than the standard monthly fee, they are 
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nevertheless paying. These are monthly fees that could easily be paid to trusted neighbors 

offering unlicensed care in their homes or fees that could be saved entirely with children 

staying with extended family members. So there stands an arguable point that parents 

who are willing to pay regular fees for extended, structured learning for their children 

would also seek additional opportunities to extend their children’s English acquisition. 

The use of PSM attempts to correct for this limitation, but it cannot fully replicate 

randomization of participants or eliminate selection bias.  

Expanding on the issue of student attrition the point of contamination arises. As 

the study reviews the last three consecutive years of program implementation there is no 

system in place to account for students dropping in and out of the program or for program 

participants sharing what they have learned inside of their classrooms. Indeed, anecdotal 

reports have communicated that classroom teachers of schools that host OSTEM have 

visited the OST program and borrowed ideas and practices to implement in their own 

classrooms. Moreover, OSTEM operates on campuses with high rates of student 

mobility. The exact effect on ELL students’ English development becomes increasingly 

difficult to measure as students matriculate in and out of the afterschool program. 

Students who entered the afterschool site mid-year were unable to provide the full scope 

of experience to which this study evaluated. This student mobility factor creates a 

potential bias in the study’s sample that, dependent to various magnitudes, could lead to 

overestimation or underestimation of the intervention effect. There was a multitude of 

contributing factors lending themselves to student English proficiency that were not 

assessed in this study. Such factors included but were not limited to language instruction 

in school, peer interactions and exposure to English-language media. Recommendations 
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for future studies will be presented in Chapter V that surpass some of the limitations 

listed here through increased supports in time and finance.  

 



 

 

Chapter IV 

Results 

As the U.S. struggles to meet rising standards in S.T.E.M. content areas and to train its 

teaching force how to better integrate language acquisition for rising numbers of ELL students, 

increasing attention is being paid to learning models that leverage skill sets from one content 

area into another. The out-of-school time S.T.E.M. enrichment program, OSTEM, was designed 

to provide elementary students with hands-on experiences with inquiry-based S.T.E.M. learning. 

Teaching S.T.E.M. concepts and vocabulary through strategies similar to those used in ESL 

classrooms is key to OSTEM. For this reason, questions surfaced regarding whether participation 

in OSTEM could possibly have an effect on students’ English language proficiency. 

This study consolidated multiple inquiries into two leading questions. First, to what extent does 

participation in the OSTEM program affect students’ level of English language proficiency? 

Second, to what extent do students in OSTEM schools progress in their English Proficiency 

relative to students in non-STEM schools? 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: First, I establish the baseline equivalency 

of the students in both of the samples. Then, descriptive statistics for the key variables for each 

year included in the investigation are presented. Next, I explain how the assumptions were met 

for the chi-square analyses. Finally, results from the statistical analyses conducted in answering 

the study’s leading research questions are presented.  

Baseline Equivalency 

The following section describes how similar students were in the two OSTEM and 

comparison samples. I do this by focusing on the covariates used to create a control group that 

was observably similar to the OSTEM group. Specifically, I utilized t-tests to examine how 
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similar, or different, the students were in the comparison and intervention schools. Particular 

attention is paid to the highest contrasting covariates as denoted by their degree of variability 

illustrated through standard deviations and the resulting statistics of the independent samples t-

tests. The results suggest that several of the connections being tested were statistically 

significant, though the specific results varied by year. 

For the 2014-15 school year, the first year under review, the comparison of the treatment 

and comparison schools pointed to three significant differences between the two groups: SPED 

population, ELL population and the At-Risk population. In comparing the comparison school’s 

SPED population (M=6, SD=0.527) and the treatment school’s population (M=7, SD= 1.49), 

there was a statistically significant difference [t(17)=1.40, p=0.044] such that the treatment 

schools, on average, had a proportionally larger SPED population. The treatment schools also 

had a more variable SPED population, as indicated by the standard deviations. This means that 

the range of SPED student proportions at the treatment schools was wider—the maximum and 

minimum percentages were higher and lower than with the comparison schools. The comparison 

schools’ ELL population (M=63, SD=13.68) also was significantly different from the treatment 

schools’ ELL population (M=41, SD=16.97) [t(17)=3.11, p=0.006], such that the treatment 

schools had a lower ELL population on average. The treatment schools had a more variable ELL 

population, as indicated by the standard deviations. This means that the range of ELL student 

proportions at the treatment schools was wider—the maximum and minimum percentages were 

higher and lower than with the comparison schools. Finally, the comparison schools’ At-risk 

population (M=85, SD=7.36) was significantly different from the treatment schools’ At-Risk 

population (M=77, SD=5.95) [t(17)=2.85, p=0.011] such that the treatment schools, on average, 

had a lower At-Risk population. The comparison schools had a more variable At-Risk 
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population, as indicated by the standard deviations. This means that the range of At-Risk student 

proportions at the comparison schools was wider—the maximum and minimum percentages 

were higher and lower than with the treatment schools. 

For 2015-16, the second year under review, the schools in the two groups were 

significantly different across two variables: Student enrollment and the At-Risk population. The 

comparison schools’ enrollment (M=843, SD=142.15) was significantly higher than the 

treatment schools’ enrollment (M=658, SD=203.66) [t(18)=2.36, p=0.03]. The treatment schools 

had a more variable student enrollment, as indicated by the standard deviations. This means that 

the range of school enrollment proportions at the treatment schools was wider—the maximum 

and minimum percentages were higher and lower than with the comparison schools. The 

comparison schools’ At-Risk population (M=77, SD=8.27) was significantly higher on average 

than the treatment schools’ At-Risk population (M=67, SD=9.47) [t(18)=2.57, p=0.019]. The 

treatment schools had a more variable At-Risk population, as indicated by the standard 

deviations. This means that the range of At-Risk student proportions at the treatment schools was 

wider—the maximum and minimum percentages were higher and lower than with the 

comparison schools. 

Finally, in 2016-17, the schools in the two groups were significantly different across two 

variables: Student enrollment and the ELL population. The comparison schools’ enrollment 

(M=848, SD=138.35) was significantly higher than the treatment schools’ enrollment (M=664, 

SD=196.14) [t(18)=2.42, p=0.03]. The treatment schools had a more variable student enrollment, 

as indicated by the standard deviations. This means that the range of school enrollment 

proportions at the treatment schools was wider—the maximum and minimum percentages were 

higher and lower than with the comparison schools. The comparison schools’ ELL population 
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(M=62, SD=12.99) was significantly higher than the treatment schools’ ELL population (M=42, 

SD=17.82) [t(18)=2.93, p=0.009]. The treatment schools had a more variable ELL population, as 

indicated by the standard deviations. This means that the range of ELL student proportions at the 

treatment schools was wider—the maximum and minimum percentages were higher and lower 

than with the comparison schools.  

Assumptions 

 The data gathered was random and sufficiently large. The reason for this is that “a large 

sample size is more representative of the population, limiting the influence of outliers or extreme 

observations.  A sufficiently large sample size is also necessary to produce results among 

variables that are significantly different” (Patel et al., 2003). Before conducting the chi-square 

tests of association, data was examined to ensure that they met the three primary assumptions 

necessary for the analysis. The first is that the two variables under investigation must be 

measured at an ordinal or nominal level such as in the use of categorical data (Lund, 2013). The 

second is that the variables should consist of multiple, independent groups (Lund, 2013). In this 

study, the categorical nature of the TELPAS and STAAR Reading progress measures rate as 

variables measured at an ordinal level: No Progress, Progress I and Progress II. The second 

variable, which is nominal, is the categorization of students in the treatment group (enrolled in 

schools receiving OSTEM) or in the comparison group (enrolled in schools not receiving 

OSTEM). The second assumption is met by the two groups being studied: ELL students from 

schools which hosted OSTEM and ELL students from schools which did not host OSTEM. 

Schools are by definition independent across these two groups as they either hosted OSTEM or 

they did not over the three-year span under review. The final assumption is that datasets must be 

sufficiently large enough so that no one cell has fewer than five cases. Any dataset with n< 5 
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would require an exact test, such as a Fisher’s exact test (which tests for two nominal variables, 

most often used in 2x2 tables), when expected numbers are constituted of small sample sizes 

such as the listed n< 5 (Krishnan, 2017). It was for this reason that the TELPAS and STAAR 

Reading progress measures of “Advanced” and “Advanced High” were collapsed into a single 

category (Progress II) as there were two instances with reporting categories demonstrating a 

sample set of n< 5.  

Findings 

This section presents the findings from the analyses conducted and are organized 

according to research question. Before presenting the findings, however, I describe how the 

Texas Education Agency (TEA) determines the English progress measures used by this study to 

track comparative progress between OSTEM and non-OSTEM schools across three consecutive 

years. TEA determines whether students fail to meet, meet or exceed ELL progress measures 

using three criteria: ELL progress measure plan, current number of years in U.S. schools and 

STAAR scale score (TEA, 2017). Progress measure plans are determined by the number of years 

in U.S. schools combined with the TELPAS composite proficiency level and the inclusion of any 

extenuating circumstances (TEA, 2017). This progress measure plan is then factored with 

number of years in U.S. schools and STAAR scale score to determine English proficiency 

progress. The results should be interpreted with caution, however, as nearly all statistically 

significant gains were quite small, with four gains out of the three years’ collected eighteen 

categorizations measuring less than one percent. The results, therefore, may not be practically 

significant. 

Research question one. Research question one asked, to what extent does hosting the 

OSTEM program affect schools’ English language proficiency among their English Language 
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Learners? In order to answer this question, chi-square tests of independence were conducted for 

each of the three years included in the study using progress measures from both TELPAS and 

STAAR Reading. The analyses suggest a growing gap in English acquisition among ELLs 

between schools programming OSTEM and those that are not. In other words, the answer to the 

first research question is that in two of the three years, it appears that schools hosting the 

OSTEM program saw significantly higher levels of English proficiency among their ELLs.  

2014-2015. Results from the first year tested (but OSTEM’s third year of 

implementation), 2014-15, indicated no significant connection between treatment schools that 

hosted OSTEM and comparison schools that did not. A sample size of n=808 was analyzed. A 

chi-square test of independence was conducted using TELPAS progress measures and showed 

no significant connection with student participation in OSTEM [X2 (2, N=808) = 3.06, p<0.217]. 

As Table 7 depicts, a lower percentage of the OSTEM group (2.9%) scored at the No Progress 

level by a difference of 3.5% than the comparison group (6.4%) (OSTEM n=5, Comparison 

n=41). This is the one category where having fewer students measures greater academic success. 

The OSTEM and comparison groups were nearly equal in moving students from No Progress to 

Progress I with OSTEM (23.5%) edging slightly ahead of the comparison group (23.2%) by 

0.3% (OSTEM n=40, Comparison n=148). A larger proportion of the OSTEM group (73.5%) 

scored at Progress II than the comparison group (70.4%) by a difference of 3.1% (OSTEM 

n=125, Comparison n=125). These differences, however, were not statistically significant. 
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Table 7 
TELPAS 2014-15 Progress Measures, n=808 

TELPAS 2014-15 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

5 40 125 

% within Treatment 2.90% 23.50% 73.50% 

OSTEM non-
participation 

count 

41 148 449 

% within 
Comparison 

6.40% 23.20% 70.40% 

 The STAAR Reading administration of 2014-15 also showed no significant connection 

between participation in OSTEM program students’ STAAR proficiency levels [X2 (2, N=808) = 

1.09, p<0.581]. Results, illustrated in Table 8, indicate that there were 3.7% less treatment 

students categorized as No Progress for OSTEM (48.2%) than the comparison group (51.9%) 

(OSTEM n=82, Comparison n=331).  A slightly larger proportion of the OSTEM group (32.4%) 

was categorized as Progress I over the comparison group (28.4%) by a difference of 4% 

(OSTEM n=55, Comparison n=181). This instance is repeated at an even smaller percentage gain 

of the OSTEM group (19.4%) over the comparison group (19.7%) by 0.3% categorized as 

Progress II (OSTEM n=33, Comparison n=126). These differences, however, were not 

statistically significant. 
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Table 8 
STAAR 2014-15 Progress Measures, n=808 

STAAR 2014-15 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

82 
55 33 

% within Treatment 48.20% 32.40% 19.40% 

OSTEM non-
participation 

count 

331 181 126 

% within 
Comparison 

51.90% 28.40% 19.70% 

 

2015-2016. In the 2015-16 school year (the fourth year of OSTEM’s implementation), a 

sample size of n=782 was analyzed. Table 9 suggests how higher TELPAS progress measures 

may have been significantly associated with an OSTEM school. A significant relation was 

measured, [X2 (2, N=782) = 12.11, p<0.002] in this TELPAS administration. The OSTEM group 

(20.5%) measured over the comparison students (24.8%) by 4.3% fewer treatment students being 

categorized as No Progress (OSTEM n=30, Comparison n=158). This instance appears to be 

repeated and slightly amplified as the OSTEM group (67.1%) measured over the comparison 

group (52.2%) with 14.9% more treatment students categorized as Progress I (OSTEM n=98, 

Comparison n=332). Finally, the OSTEM group (12.3%) appeared to categorize fewer students 

in the Progress II category than the comparison group (23%) by 10.7% fewer students (OSTEM 

n=18, Comparison n=146).  
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Table 9 
TELPAS 2015-16 Progress Measures, n=782 

TELPAS 2015-16 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

30 98 18 

% within Treatment 20.50% 67.10% 12.30% 

OSTEM non-
participation 

count 

158 332 146 

% within 
Comparison 

24.80% 52.20% 23.00% 

  

The STAAR Reading results of 2015-16, however, indicated that there was no connection 

between being at an OSTEM school and students’ progress measures [X2 (2, N=782) = 2.65, 

p<0.266]. Table 10 illustrates this in detail. The relation between the variables was not 

significant, with results demonstrating a difference in favor of the OSTEM group (46.6%) over 

the comparison group (52.4%) by 5.8% in the category of No Progress (OSTEM n=68, 

Comparison n=333). The difference between the OSTEM and comparison groups in relation to 

Progress I was minimal with the OSTEM group (28.8%) measuring over the comparison group 

(28.6%) by 0.2% more students (OSTEM n=42, Comparison n=182). The OSTEM group 

(24.7%) did demonstrate a gain over the comparison group (19%) by a difference of 5.7% more 

students being categorized as Progress II (OSTEM n=36, Comparison n=121).  
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Table 10 
STAAR 2015-16 Progress Measures, n=782 

STAAR 2015-16 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

68 42 36 

% within Treatment 46.60% 28.80% 24.70% 

OSTEM non-
participation 
count 

333 182 121 

% within 
Comparison 

52.40% 28.60% 19.00% 

  

2016-17. In the 2016-17 school year (the fifth year of OSTEM’s implementation), a 

sample of n=899 students was analyzed. The chi-square analysis suggests a significant 

connection between schools hosting OSTEM and having a higher progress measure according to 

TELPAS [X2 (2, N=899) = 7.10, p<0.029]. Table 11 illustrates how TELPAS progress measures 

from both treatment and comparison schools suggest a possible connection between students 

from OSTEM schools and positive English acquisition gains. The connection between the 

variables was significant with results demonstrating the OSTEM group (14.5%) categorizing 

fewer students in the No Progress category over the comparison group (22.3%) by 7.8% 

(OSTEM n=31, Comparison n=153). The OSTEM group (59.8%) demonstrated more treatment 

students categorized as Progress I than the comparison group (51.4%) by a difference of 8.4% 

(OSTEM n=128, Comparison n=352). This trend of OSTEM progress halts for the OSTEM 

group (25.7%) when the comparison group (26.3%) categorizes more students in Progress II by 

0.6% (OSTEM n=55, Comparison n=180).  
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Table 11 
TELPAS 2016-17 Progress Measures, n=899 

TELPAS 2016-17 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

31 128 55 

% within Treatment 14.50% 59.80% 25.70% 

OSTEM non-
participation 

count 

153 352 180 

% within 
Comparison 

22.30% 51.40% 26.30% 

  

The STAAR Reading results of 2016-17 also suggest a connection between progress 

measures and participation in OSTEM. Table 12 illustrates the results in further detail. The 

connection between the variables was significant [X2 (2, N=899) = 6.18, p<0.046] with results 

demonstrating that the OSTEM group (48.6%) measured fewer students in the No Progress 

category over the comparison group (57.8%) by a difference of 9.2% (OSTEM n=104, 

Comparison n=396). The OSTEM group (28%) measured more students ranked in Progress I 

over the comparison group (21.3%) by 6.7% (OSTEM n=60, Comparison n=146). This instance 

is repeated with the OSTEM group (23.4%) measuring more treatment students in Progress II 

than the comparison group (20.9%) by 2.5% (OSTEM n=50, Comparison n=143). A potential 

OSTEM effect becomes more defined as significant connections are measured between treatment 

schools and English acquisition levels with both TELPAS and STAAR in 2016-17. A reminder 

of this fact are the p-values measured for both language progress measures: TELPAS measured 

p<0.029 while STAAR Reading measured p<0.046.  
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Table 12 
STAAR 2016-17 STAAR Progress Measures, n=899 

STAAR 2016-17 No Progress Progress I Progress II 

OSTEM 
Participation  

count 

104 60 50 

% within Treatment 48.60% 28.00% 23.40% 

OSTEM non-
participation 

count 

396 
146 143 

% within 
Comparison 

57.80% 21.30% 20.90% 

 

Research question two. Research question two asked, Is there is a difference in the 

progress of English language acquisition between those schools that hosted the OSTEM program 

and similar schools that did not host the OSTEM program? The final response to answering the 

second research question is that there appears to be a connection between OSTEM participation 

and having higher proportions of ELL students in the higher levels of proficiency. To answer this 

research question, the proportion of OSTEM students in each progress measure category in each 

year was compared to the proportions of the comparison group. The results of these descriptive 

analyses suggest that larger proportions of students at schools participating in OSTEM were in 

higher progress categories when compared to the students in the comparison schools. These 

changes were particularly observable in moving students from Beginning to Intermediate levels. 

In the paragraphs that follow, student proportions across the three categories of progress are 

examined from across the last three years.  
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When comparing student progress between 2014-15 to 2015-16 using the TELPAS 

measures the OSTEM group saw 20.6% of its ELL students move from No Progress to Progress 

I, which was a larger proportion than the comparison group. That same year saw the OSTEM 

group move 50% of its students from Progress I to Progress II at a proportion of 2.8% over the 

comparison group’s proportion of 47.2%. Progress using TELPAs progress measures are 

illustrated in Table 13. 

Table 13 
TELPAS 2014-15 to 2015-2016 Progress Scale  
TELPAS 2014-15 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM 20.60% 50.00% 

Comparison 16.80% 47.20% 

Difference 3.80% OSTEM 2.80% OSTEM 

  

Progress between one category and the next was not always measured in positive gains. 

There were cases in which some testing administrations, such as the STAAR Reading of 2014-

15, saw larger percentages of students grouped in the lower tier categories such as No Progress 

than in other years. Therefore, some cases of progression were measured as smaller negative 

gaps between categories, hereafter referred to simply as gaps. For example, the 2014-15 STAAR 

Reading assessment saw the highest percentage of students from both the treatment and 

comparison groups alike sit squarely in the category of No Progress with smaller percentages of 

students reaching the next higher category of Progress I, and even smaller percentages reaching 

Progress II. In such instances, I measured progress according to which group had the smaller 

gap.  

The trend of OSTEM moving students from beginning to intermediate levels continued in 

STAAR Reading of 2014-15. Although there was a gap of -15.8% of students from the OSTEM 
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group moving from No Progress to Progress I, it appeared the OSTEM group continued to 

outperform the comparison group’s gap of -23.5% by moving 7.7% more students to 

intermediate status. While the comparison group had proportionally few students, measured at     

-8.7%, advance from Progress I to Progress II the OSTEM group had even fewer students, -13%, 

advance. The comparison group measured over the OSTEM group by advancing 4.3% more 

students from Progress I to Progress II. Table 14 illustrates this contrast further. 

Table 14 
STAAR 2014-15 Progress Scale 
STAAR 2014-15 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM -15.80% -13.00% 

Comparison -23.50% -8.70% 

Difference 7.70% OSTEM 4.30% Comparison 

  

In 2015-16, the OSTEM schools moved 46.6% more of its ELL students from No 

Progress to Progress I in TELPAS progress measures, while the comparison group only 

experienced an increase of 27.4% in the Progress I category. This difference suggests that 

proportionally more OSTEM students made progress. Conversely, however, that same year saw 

fewer students from the OSTEM group by a proportion of -54.8% advance between Progress I 

and Progress II than the comparison group’s proportion of -29.2% suggesting that the 

comparison schools outpaced the OSTEM schools by 25.6% more students. This is the only 

category in which the comparison group would appear to surpass the OSTEM group that year.  
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Table 15 
TELPAS 2015-16 Progress Scale 
TELPAS 2015-16 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM 46.60% -54.81% 

Comparison 27.40% -29.20% 

Difference 19.20% OSTEM 25.60% Comparison 

  

The STAAR results of 2015-16 show comparison schools failing to advance students 

from No Progress to Progress I by -23.8% while OSTEM schools followed suit but with a 

smaller proportion of -17.8% of students. These results suggest a possibility in where a lower 

proportion of students from OSTEM schools failed to progress to the next categorical ranking 

than students from non-OSTEM schools. Both the OSTEM and comparison schools, again, saw a 

gap in moving students from Progress I to Progress II. Consequently, the OSTEM group 

measured -4% less students advancing while the comparison group measured -9.6% less students 

indicating that OSTEM moved more students into the highest ranked category by a proportion of 

5.5% more students.  

Table 16 
STAAR 2015-16 Progress Scale 
STAAR 2015-16 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM -17.80% -4.09% 

Comparison -23.80% -9.60% 

Difference 6.00% OSTEM 5.51% OSTEM 

  

The third consecutive year under review, 2016-17, indicated a split in categorical gains 

by OSTEM across the two assessments. TELPAS results record OSTEM schools moving 45.3% 

of students from No Progress to Progress I over the comparison schools’ proportion of 28.1% 

suggesting that OSTEM moved more students into the intermediate category by a proportion of 
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17.2%. Comparison schools did overtake OSTEM growth in recording a smaller gap of -25.1% 

of students over the OSTEM group’s gap of -34.1% thereby demonstrating how the comparison 

group moved 9% more students than OSTEM into the Advanced/Advanced High category.  

 

Table 17 
TELPAS 2016-17 Progress Scale 
TELPAS 2016-17 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM 45.30% -34.10% 

Comparison 28.10% -25.10% 

Difference 17.20% OSTEM 9.00% Comparison 

  

OSTEM’s demonstration of moving novice English learners to intermediate status 

appears to repeat with the 2016-17 STAAR results. OSTEM schools experienced a gap of 20% 

of students moving from No Progress to Progress I. However, the comparison group measured a 

gap of 36.5% of students advancing into the category of Progress I which measured the OSTEM 

group moving students at a proportion of 15.9% over the comparison group. The comparison 

schools did outperform OSTEM schools in closing their gap of moving students from Progress I 

to Progress II. The OSTEM group measured a gap of -4.6% while the comparison group 

measured a gap of -0.4% positioning the comparison group over the OSTEM group in moving 

students to the highest ranked category of proficiency by a proportion of 4.2% more students.  

Table 18 
STAAR 2016-17 Progress Scale 
STAAR 2016-17 Growth NP--PI Growth PI--PII 

OSTEM -20.06% -4.60% 

Comparison -36.50% -0.40% 

Difference 15.90% OSTEM 4.20% Comparison 
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Summary 

The goal of OSTEM program designers was to increase elementary students’ exposure to 

practical, hands-on S.T.E.M. activities. While other studies conducted by the Gulf Coast 

Children’s Museum have verified a positive trend over the last five years in science and math 

scores for those students who participate in OSTEM the question of OSTEM’s impact on English 

acquisition only arose recently. Twenty campuses within the same large, urban school district 

were selected using Propensity Score Matching. Though the campuses were similar, t-tests 

comparing the control and OSTEM schools did identify a few statistically significant differences.  

Comparing three years of English progress measures from across the state’s two leading 

English proficiency assessments has suggested a possible, growing connection between OSTEM 

and rising English proficiency. In 2014-15 the two major assessments used by the state to 

measure student progress regarding English fluency showed no significant connection between 

campuses that conducted OSTEM in its OST environment and those that did not. The following 

year, 2015-16, showed a statistically significant connection in student progress measures among 

schools conducting OSTEM over those that did not as reflected in the TELPAS assessment. The 

STAAR Reading assessment of that year did not demonstrate any significant connection in 

student progress. Finally, in 2016-17, significant connections as measured by both assessments 

suggest ELLs from OSTEM schools may be developing modest gains beyond ELL students from 

schools which did not conduct the program.  

In regards to measuring student progress from one category of English proficiency to the 

next, proportionally more students in the OSTEM group moved from beginning to intermediate 

levels (No Progress to Progress I) within the context of every assessment in every year given. In 

the 2014-15 TELPAS and STAAR Reading administrations, the OSTEM group would appear to 
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outpace the comparison group across all measures with the exception of advancing students from 

Progress I to Progress II in the STAAR assessment. This result was approximated in 2015-16 

with the OSTEM group appearing to outpace the comparison group in all measures apart from 

the advancing students from Progress I to Progress II in the TELPAS assessment. Finally, in 

2016-17, results indicate that the OSTEM group saw double-digit gains over the comparison 

group in advancing students from Progress I to Progress II in both assessments while the 

comparison group outpaced the OSTEM group in advancing students from Progress I to Progress 

II with single-digit gains. Discussion of these results and their implications for program 

designers as well as the schools they serve are elaborated in the final chapter. 

 



 

 

 

Chapter V 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the degree to which an OST S.T.E.M. 

program, OSTEM, supports the English language acquisition of third through fifth grade English 

Language Learners (ELLs). The study measured the extent to which there was a connection 

between being at a school participating in OSTEM and students’ English language acquisition. 

This study used progress measures from the state’s two English proficiency assessments to gauge 

student progress in English development, STAAR and TELPAS. 

In this chapter, the findings are summarized and then discussed in light of existing 

research on this topic. First, the answers to each of the two research questions are summarized. 

Next, conclusions of the research are drawn through a synthesis from the literature review and 

findings of the current study. Implications for policymakers as well as practioners are shared. 

Finally, questions for future research are posed and recommendations for future studies are made 

regarding future research in strengthening and expanding the body of knowledge around this area 

of study.  

Summary of Findings 

Research question one. This study was motivated by two leading research questions. 

The first, to what extent does hosting the OSTEM program affect schools’ English language 

proficiency among their English Language Learners? The answer to the first question of the 

study was that in two out of the three years studied, attending a school that hosted OSTEM as a 

component in their afterschool program was significantly related to having a higher level of 

English proficiency when compared to students at schools that did not participate in OSTEM. In 
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2014-15, there was no significant connection between schools hosting OSTEM and student 

English acquisition gains for either TELPAS or STAAR Reading. In the 2015-16 TELPAS 

assessment, the results suggest a statistically significant connection between having a higher 

progress measure and attending a school with OSTEM. The STAAR Reading assessment of that 

same year, however, did not demonstrate any significant connection between OSTEM 

programming and student progress in English proficiency. Finally, in 2016-17, results for 

OSTEM schools appeared to show a significant, positive connection as measured by TELPAS 

and STAAR Reading. The results should be interpreted with caution, as nearly all statistically 

significant gains were quite small, with four gains out of the three years’ collected eighteen 

categorizations measuring less than one percent. The results, therefore, may not be practically 

significant. 

Research question two. The second leading question of the study asked, is there is a 

difference in the progress of English language acquisition between those schools that hosted the 

OSTEM program and similar schools that did not host the OSTEM program? When comparing 

the 2014-15 and the 2015-2016 school years, the OSTEM group had larger greater proportions of 

students advancing from one category to the next category in all measures but one in STAAR 

Reading. When comparing the 2015-16 and 2016-2017 school years, the OSTEM group had 

higher proportions of students move into more advanced levels of proficiency across all 

measures except for advancing students from Progress I to Progress II in TELPAS. The final 

year under review, 2016-17 as compared to the two previous years, seemed to mark the OSTEM 

group advancing students only in the categories of No Progress to Progress I across both 

assessments. It is worth noting that the OSTEM group appeared to see higher proportions of 
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students progressing over the comparison group from Beginning to Intermediate levels across 

both assessments over all three years. 

Discussion 

 The premise of this study was to investigate how participating in an OST elementary 

S.T.E.M. program (OSTEM) affected ELLs’ English language proficiency and development. 

Specifically, this thesis examined the extent to which the integration of English instructional 

methods, such as SIOP strategies, into applied inquiry-based STEM programming was related to 

English proficiency levels among ELL students. This premise drew from the extant literature on 

ELLs, out-of-school learning, and inquiry-based S.T.E.M. learning.   

Research implications. This study’s findings have several implications for research on 

ELLs as well as science education. First, most research examining how hands-on inquiry-based 

S.T.E.M. learning can enhance students’ English acquisition focuses on instruction during the 

curricular day, within the confines of the traditional classroom. This study adds to that 

conversation by asking about the extent to which a weekly OST STEM intervention can support 

English language acquisition. This study’s findings point to the possibility that OSTEM may 

indeed serve as a language intervention for ELLs, in addition to as an intervention that improves 

their S.T.E.M. learning. Though the connections identified were small, it also is important to 

remember that students received minimal exposure (one hour, once a week) given that the 

program met only once a week.  

ELL instruction. Responding to the rising need of more effective ELL strategies a 

profusion of theoretical frameworks and approaches have developed. SIOP, in particular, has 

become a widely recognized protocol among ELL instructors as an effective approach to 

enhancing learner comprehension and language production. As Krulatz (2014) argues, “the SIOP 
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model equips K—12 (i.e. kindergarten, elementary, middle and high school) teachers with 

powerful tools to deliver high quality, meaningful, highly engaging, student-centered 

instruction”. This approach is reflected in OSTEM as student-centered instruction lies at the 

heart of its pedagogy. This study’s investigation as related to the OSTEM pedagogy stands as an 

early marker in the road to fully understanding how OST S.T.E.M. programs can serve the 

linguistic needs of ELL students. 

One of the underlying principles of the SIOP model is planning new learning objectives 

through meaningful and engaging activities (Short, Echevarria & Richards-Tutor, 2011). This 

inquiry-based method to language learning aligns closely with strong science instruction, 

echoing the sentiment embedded in the 1996 National Science Education Standards, which 

articulate that “…learning science is something that students do, not something that is done to 

them” (National Research Council, p. 2). Similarly, this study has determined that OSTEM 

positions students as the drivers of their own learning, with instruction aligned to kinesthetic 

activities involving relevant tools and manipulatives assisting learners in achieving group as well 

as individual goals.  

The results of this study also suggest that as OSTEM programming continued from year 

to year greater advancement developed in the levels of ELL students’ progress. Perhaps this 

apparent scaled development is due to the growing familiarity among both counselors and 

students alike in the aims and structure of OSTEM. Or perhaps the testing instruments used by 

the state varied widely enough from year to year to influence the outcome of these study’s 

results. In any event, this study speaks to the possibility of what micro-treatments of practical, 

inquiry-based learning in a cooperative setting can produce among novice language learners.  
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The SIOP and OSTEM models are both grounded in the theory that strong instruction 

must take place through relevant and hands-on learning activities if it is to stimulate student 

engagement and learning (Short, Echevarria & Richards-Tutor, 2011). This proposition proves 

true whether one is planning language or science lessons. In addition to greater student fluency in 

the S.T.E.M. fields, observations in recent years have reported higher levels of English 

acquisition among ELL OST participants (Bhattacharya & Quiroga, 2011). This observation is 

reiterated, albeit on a smaller scale, with this study’s results as evidence showed how the longer 

schools hosted OSTEM, the greater the levels their ELLs achieved in English acquisition. 

S.T.E.M. learning. S.T.E.M.-focused OST programs are proliferating to meet market 

demand fueled from school districts and parents alike. There is evidence that these programs 

enhance participants’ curricular learning positively as well as generate greater interest in the 

S.T.E.M. fields and increase student achievement. This interest contributes to the formation of a 

science-learner identity that in turns contributes to the formation of a student identity that faces 

new challenges with skill sets oriented toward problem solving. 

Through their development, immigrant children, much like their native peers, face the 

challenge of balancing new identities. Immigrant students, most often arriving as ELL students, 

must learn to negotiate the pull of the parent culture as balanced with the new culture every day 

(Lee, 2011). This process of crafting identity as individuals leads to the question of how children 

in the middle grades see themselves as innate scientists driven in their learning by curiosity. That 

curiosity for understanding how the world works is a natural complement to the foreign language 

acquisition occurring as an unintended by-product of OSTEM. This study’s results suggest that 

with each passing year the schools hosting OSTEM developed the English levels of their ELLs 

incrementally. It is possible to make the leap that as OSTEM stoked greater interest in science 
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and math, as evidenced by increased levels of student achievement documented by the Gulf 

Coast Children’s Museum, so did it unwittingly reiterate the process for English acquisition. As 

ELLs were mixed in the afterschool groups with native English speakers their exposure to 

academic English, or CALPS, was scaffolded through their exchanges with their mainstream 

peers thereby shaping their identities as science learners and proficient English speakers.  

Through the use of the Lee and Buxton theoretical framework students are classified as 

mainstream or non-mainstream (2008). Mainstream students are not defined by majority status in 

a learning environment such as a school setting rather the classification is defined by higher 

levels of “social prestige, institutionalized privilege and normative power” (Lee & Buxton, p. 

124, 2008). Mainstream students have a distinct advantage over their non-mainstream 

counterparts in that they carry modes of speech, cultural viewpoints and rules to varied levels of 

interactions from a home setting in congruence with that of the dominant school culture (Lee & 

Buxton, 2008). This cultural and linguistic congruence places mainstream students in an 

academic position aligned with the composition of textbooks, tenets of standard teacher training 

and construction of standardized assessments. 

For non-mainstream ELL students such as the OSTEM ELLs, a target outcome would be 

the self-realization of becoming a science learner while building their identity as “bilingual, 

bicultural and biliterate” members of their home communities (Lee & Buxton, p.125, 2008). The 

study of any S.T.E.M. discipline requires a working level of fluency in the discourse of that 

discipline. Learners are required to communicate through concepts, symbols and text; 

deconstructing meaning from layers of implied measures (Cummins, 1981). The very process by 

which they construct meaning from their own social environments only typically with less time 

and incentive to do so. OSTEM provides these non-mainstream students with incentive to satisfy 
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their natural curiosity in a hands-on approach within the protective construct of a low-threshold, 

low-stakes OST environment. 

OST learning. Caregivers are charged with ensuring that children are learning positive 

behaviors in a supportive environment outside of the curricular day. High quality OST programs 

develop spaces for students to explore, investigate, create and express themselves under the 

supervision of responsible adults. Research connecting low student achievement and juvenile 

delinquency to the absence of quality OST programs has stimulated responses including financial 

support for more programming from the public and private sectors (Harper & Bhat, 2007).  

The annual expansion of OSTEM throughout the regional network of the Gulf Coast 

Community Center afterschool sites is evidence of the demand for high quality OST 

programming in combatting the dangers found in the precarious zone of unsupervised hours 

immediately following dismissal. At the completion of this study, OSTEM had grown nearly 

300% throughout the region upon the commencement of its sixth year of programming. Keeping 

in mind that OSTEM stands a single component in a larger whole that addresses students’ needs 

with homework assistance, physical activity and character building schools have subscribed to 

this service in part based upon the success of mounting science and math achievement 

demonstrated by participating students. It is conceivable that the results of this study, included 

with any further evaluations, could contribute to not only program expansion locally but to the 

larger conversation over the layered value of OST programming in this country.  

A review of the OST phenomenon is provided by researchers from University of 

California, Irvine & University of Wisconsin, Madison, who explain how low income students 

involved in long term afterschool programming evidenced higher advances in testing 

achievement, lower incidents of discipline infractions and observed improvement in work habits 
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(Vandell et al, 2007). Elementary students who were enrolled in high quality OST programming 

evidenced an increase in mathematics achievement by 20% as compared to their peers who did 

not. Add to this measure this study’s results of the ELL progress made with, proportionally, more 

OSTEM students advancing from beginning to intermediate levels within the context of the 

TELPAS and STAAR Reading assessments over the last three years and the argument for more 

OST funding and support is strengthened. Productive OST S.T.E.M. programs bear the 

responsibility of bridging learning experiences across diverse settings (National Research 

Council, 2015). The discoveries and phenomena explored do not exist in isolation of the OST 

settings. On the contrary, program leaders are obligated to pose leading questions to aid 

participants in bridging the experiences and lessons learned from school to home to real-world 

scenarios (National Research Council, 2015). There is another dimension added with this 

extension of learning when OSTEM participants are articulating new concepts in science and 

math in a language foreign to their home environment.  

Implications for practice. This study also has implications for practitioners. As the 

proliferation of OST programs continues so will the standards rise in the quality of the content of 

those programs. One of these rising standards might be the multi-purposing of program designs 

so as maximize student development or at the very least make all players aware of the multiple 

facets present in the inherent design of these OST programs. In the case of OSTEM, it could 

prove wise for designers and partners to plot the future of the program by keeping English 

acquisition at the forefront of their plans. With intentional design alterations, OSTEM could 

serve as a dual support for ELLs in promoting higher levels of student achievement in science 

and math as well as strengthening the vital skills necessary for acquiring English. 
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Adult leaders of OST programs can review the proposed gains made by OSTEM in the 

areas of S.T.E.M. and English acquisition as a model for retooling, or constructing entirely new, 

programs of their own. Programmatic elements that were originally installed as beneficial for 

science learning such as cooperative grouping and role assignment prove equally effective for 

language learning as defined by SIOP instructional techniques. Another close linkage to 

language learning as defined by SIOP and realized in OSTEM is the provision of relevant 

manipulatives to program learning objectives. This study’s results illustrate the possible 

progression made by ELLs in OSTEM schools where they and their OST instructors became 

familiarized over three years and more adept at working within a context supporting multifaceted 

cooperative learning using field relevant tools. 

Implications for policy. At the completion of this study, the OSTEM program has 

steadily increased its scope including more afterschool sites and more students than ever before. 

This expansion has been credited to the successive increases in science and math proficiency 

demonstrated by program participants across the last five years. The primary motivator of this 

expansion is the market demand from area school districts seeking quality, holistic OST 

programming from the Gulf Coast Community Center of which OSTEM figures as one 

component.  

The results of this study add to the emerging research regarding the effect of OST 

programs on the whole educational experience of students. Policymakers at the levels of 

campuses, school districts, community partners, funders and OST networks would benefit from 

reviewing this study design and its final results as a catalyst for constructive dialogue in the 

repurposing of existing programming to meet the linguistic needs of ELLs or in the intentional 

design of new programming that could fulfill multiple needs in its service of non-mainstream 
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students. Such dialogue could motivate OST providers, their funders, and perhaps most 

importantly, school leaders to reimagine the limits of what high quality OST programs can 

accomplish.  

 If school district leaders, campus leaders and program leaders from not only the Gulf 

Coast Community Center but the Gulf Coast Children’s Museum were to examine the potential 

impact OSTEM could have on ELLs with intentional linguistic supports built into the curriculum 

and instructional delivery then perhaps deeper expansions would be made in the upcoming years 

offering greater opportunity to greater numbers of ELLs across the region. As OSTEM serves the 

largest metropolitan area in the Gulf Coast region its success in increasing proficiency levels in 

science, mathematics, and possibly English, could stand as a model for other large markets 

across the country attempting to do the same but in disjointed, unaffiliated OST programs. 

Intentional and clear alterations in programming by program designers could draw increased 

funding to further support program development and expansion thereby modeling the successful 

integration of S.T.E.M. learning and English acquisition which would serve as an effective tool 

in turning the tide against lowered S.T.E.M. achievement in this country as well as scaffolding 

the fluency of rising numbers of English Learners.  

 Policymakers responsible to OSTEM could predicate further expansion based in part on 

the results of this study. If further study were to confirm and/or extend a possible OSTEM effect 

regarding language support then policymakers could plot the next stage of expansion in schools 

with high levels of ELL students. This expansion could be prioritized into schools with the 

additional layer of lower science and math achievement. Although certainly not functioning as a 

magic bullet OSTEM does have the potential to serve as a template for replicated structures 

which serve to meet multiple aims such as S.T.E.M. achievement and English acquisition. Aside 
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from the cost-savings such doubled programming could provide to schools exists the opportunity 

to compound learning into a more holistic design incorporating multiple learning objectives from 

across multiple content areas. As schools seek to better prepare students for real-world 

experiences where skill sets are required to cross beyond specified expectations so should they 

not set the training ground for such varied learning and doing? 

Recommendations for Future Research 

 The findings of this study are by no means definitive, but they do lay the foundation for 

an argument in exploring the question further of whether an OST S.T.E.M. program could leave 

a positive impact on the English acquisition of ELL students. Future research should address the 

methodological shortcomings of this study. First, the analysis of ELL English language 

acquisition could only be performed adequately at the school-level. This study lacked the 

tracking of large, randomized student cohorts over periods of time to determine the extent to 

which these micro-treatments of inquiry-based S.T.E.M. learning conducted in an OST 

environment could raise ELL achievement in both the areas of S.T.E.M. achievement and 

English acquisition. By addressing this issue, future research would stand in a more definitive 

position in determining the length of any existing program effect. To be clear, future studies set 

at the student-level could filter for outside factors in English exposure such as classroom 

instruction, informal peer interaction, media exposure and perhaps through participant 

questioning (self-report surveys or interviews) even levels of intrinsic motivation.  

Naturally, length of time functions as a distinct variable in any experimental design. 

Weaknesses in this study, as related to length of exposure, for future research to consider would 

be the scaled development of student growth as being due to the growing familiarity among 

counselors and students alike in the aims and structure of OSTEM. Another factor taken into 
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account would be that the testing instruments used by the state varied widely enough from year 

to year to influence the outcome of these study’s results.  

Other recommended measures to account for would be the variability of instruction and 

program implementation at the multiple afterschool sites. Additionally, a fine-grain analysis 

could include review of the quantity and quality of the interactive science notebooks kept by all 

OSTEM students through the school year. The OSTEM notebooks would stand as evidence to 

the variability of the program’s implementation as some counselors are more comfortable with 

instructing students over the purpose and use of interactive notebooks than others. This comfort 

level may be attributed to the varying professional backgrounds of participating counselors and 

level of training each counselor requires in the implementation of the notebook. A future 

evaluation could conduct an analysis over the notebooks as a means to gauge student 

engagement.  

This level of evaluation would allow for judging whether program designers should 

restructure OSTEM with intentional language supports. Such supports could include aligning 

lessons to state English language proficiency standards, inserting vocabulary exercises alongside 

the program’s current mathematics exercises or providing sentence frames for beginners to 

scaffold their exchanges with peers as well as adult counselors. If program designers 

intentionally included English acquisition as a target outcome then OSTEM could potentially 

develop into a more holistic learning opportunity for non-mainstream students.  

Selection bias was another limitation to this study as all students enrolled in the GCCC’s 

afterschool program had parents elect some type of daily enrichment experience for their 

children. Future evaluators might be able to counter this bias through an experimental research 

design where the treatment and comparison student groups were randomized in such a manner 
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that election to enroll their children in an optional afterschool program were removed from the 

parents’ discretion. This effort might be made possible if OSTEM could possibly be offered 

through some large catchall school mechanism such as mandatory student tutorials or an elective 

course offered through an extended class period. Of course, a mechanism such as this would 

move the selection process to the campus level placing the responsibility of forming a control 

group with local school administrators.  

Despite its shortcomings this study can stand as a blueprint for beginning the 

investigation of the impact of English acquisition over similar inquiry-based OST programs 

which position overlapping qualities from science and language learning such as inquiry and 

sense making.  The design and results of this study contribute to the early conversation of how 

English learning can be supported and measured in those OST programs which encourage and 

instruct students in reasoning, argumentation and cooperative learning. Such skillsets are 

particularly important to the development of ELLs as non-mainstream students. OSTEM 

repositions non-mainstream students, such as ELLs, by not assuming what students do, or do not, 

bring to the lesson. OSTEM provides all participants with a common experience in the activity or 

experiment from which abstract concepts can be built upon. These common experiences provide 

all participants the context to frame their discussions, launch their arguments and propose their 

theories.  

OSTEM provides an ideal platform upon which non-mainstream students can build their 

proficiency in the target language. The linguistic register in which science is communicated 

relies on language features which require the formulation of hypotheses, the proposal of multiple 

solutions, description, classification, relating time and space measurements, inferences, data 
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interpretation, prediction, generalization and the presentation of discoveries (Chamot & 

O’Malley, 1986; National Science Teachers Association, 1991). 

Conclusion 

The aim of this study was to answer two leading questions. First, to what extent does 

hosting the OSTEM program affect schools’ English language proficiency among their English 

Language Learners. Second, is there a difference in the progress of English acquisition between 

English Language Learners attending schools that host the OSTEM program and similar students 

attending schools that do not host the OSTEM program. The OSTEM program is a S.T.E.M. 

intervention designed to offer elementary students the opportunity to engage in inquiry-based 

scientific investigation in a low-stakes OST context. It was, however, through observation of 

program materials and implementation of training that these research questions arose. Those 

program materials and training models stemmed from the position taken by program designers 

that all children needed to be explicitly taught the practices inherent in scientific inquiry such as 

formulating hypotheses, argumentation and cooperative learning that begged the question of 

what impact OSTEM was having on ELLs.  

This study examined student English proficiency results from the state’s two assessment 

systems, STAAR and TELPAS. A sample of twenty schools (ten in the intervention group, ten in 

the control group) within the same large, urban school district was examined to understand the 

extent to which participation in OSTEM was related to levels and improvement in English 

language proficiency. The data were analyzed using two chi-square tests of association, one for 

TELPAS progress measures and one for STAAR Reading progress measures, and then 

descriptively to compare annual movement between progress measure categories for both 

assessments.  
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The results of the analysis suggested that OSTEM schools surpassed comparable schools 

with nominal gains in regards to English acquisition for the majority of the second year and all of 

third year of treatment. In relation to the second question of the study, evidence appeared to 

indicate that OSTEM schools progressed students from one category to the next higher category 

at higher proportions than comparison schools more times than not.  

Moving forward OSTEM program designers and partners could greatly benefit more 

ELLs by positioning English acquisition on par with S.T.E.M. achievement. These purposeful 

design adaptations would serve in providing OSTEM a second prong of effectiveness in 

promoting higher levels of student achievement for ELLs across science, math and a more 

profound understanding in English. It could be that a revamped OSTEM program as well as 

similar interventions inside and out of the curricular day could work in turning the tide of low 

S.T.E.M. student achievement suffered for so long in this country while providing a natural 

scaffold upon which to direct the English growth of new arrivals each year seeking their own 

American dream. 
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